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A major objective of the Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) is the generation, with measurable pre-
cision, of accurate area estimates for crops and other land cover types. The
areas of interest are national, regional, state, and various substate areas
such as crop reporting districts (CRU's), groups of counties, and individual
counties; currently, regression estimation is the method used, with Landsat
classification results as the auxiliary variable of the estimator, and ground-
observed data or ground truth from SRS operational surveys as the primary
variable of the estimator. The ground truth is obtained by interviewing farm
operators located in randomly selected areas of land called SRS segments. The
regression e s timator is defined over an analysis district, which is an area
(usually a group of contiguous counties) in which the Landsat acquisitions
used for estimation are the same for every point in the area. The area is
"large" in the sense that it contains a sufficient number of SRS segments to
reliably calculate regres:ion coefficients.
This report documents the work done during fiscal year (FY) 1981 in the clus-
tering and/or classification and preprocessing activities of the Domestic
Crops and Land Cover (DC/LC) project of the Agriculture and Resources
Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS) program. The
objectives of the research undertaken were threefold:
1. To evaluate the current SRS regression approach to crop area estimation
when the area of interest is a single county or a small group of counties
called a subanalysis district.
I 
2. To ae ,:.z lop and test new approaches to subanalysis district estimation.




1.2 DISCUSSION OF OBJECTrVES
A subanalysis district is a subarea (usually a county) of an analysis district
in which there is to insufficient number of SRS segments to reliably calculate
regression coeffic-ents.
The regression estimator can produce unbiased estimates with measurable preci-
sion for analysis districts; however, when the estimator developed over a,,
analysis district is applied t:, a subanalysis district, it can be biased. The
intent of the evaluation proposed in the first objective was to examine
biasness and the applicability 	 an SRS-formulated estimator of the variance.
The study consisted of empirically estimating the bias and variance of the
subanalysis district estimator using a repeated sampling mP*hod. Reliable
estimates of bias were thought to be possible because of an abundance of
ground truth in some subareas. The empirical estimate of the variance would
be compared to the formula-derived estimate, and, if possible, an improved
subanalysis district variance estimator would be suggested.
An alternative regression approach developed by Manual Cardenas (ref. 1) was
evaluated. The Cardenas fa !- 'ly of estimators (section 2.2) was derived par-
ticularly for the case o,' small area estimation. Under certain assumptions,
Expressions for bias and variance of the estimators had beer derived. Another
class of estimators, referred to as direct proportion estimators, were also
studied. These estimators did not depend on classification, but they estima-
ted the posterior probability of a pixel belonging to a p rop class.	 It was
hoped that this approach would reduce bias, as well as variance, at the county
level.
The focus of the preprocessing task was to effect some preliminary assessment
of various preprocessing algorithms, which we re developed in other studies to
remove or reduce the variations in multispectral data resulting from changes
in spectral signatures caused by sun angle, atmospheric co:iditions (including
the pr,;sence of aerosals and water vapor), and background reflectance.
It
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1.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SET
the data set used was from a six-county area in South Dakota, which comprised
approximately 40 percent of one Landsat scene and which was previously used by
the USDA in a soil study. The original data set included data from
252 segments; each segment was 65 hectares (160 acres, or one-fourth square
mile) in ar,.a and had been chosen independently from 10 soil strata.
Ground-truth data for these segments and registered Landsat data for two
dates, July 26 and August 25, 1979, were supplied by the USDA. In its
estimation procedure, the MA typically uses 259-hectare '1-square-mile)
segments randomly selected from land use strata. Because some soil strata
were oversampled, resampling of the segments was necessary to more closely
satisfy the requirements of this study. After resampling, 200 segments were
available for the data set. These segments contained nine crop types that had
sufficient numbers of pure pixels to train the classifier. There was some
doubt con:erning the sufficiency of the South Dakota data for estimating bias




2. A BRIEF DERIYATTON OF THE ESTIMATORS AND ASSUMPTIONS
2.1 EDITOR SUBANALYSIS DISTRICT REGRESSION ESTIMATOR
A subanalysis district regression estimator was proposed by Huddleston and Ray
(ref. 2), and it is the one referred to throughout this document as the
current county-level estimator. It is, essentially, an analysis district
regression estimator applied to a subarea of that analysis district; that is,
regression coefficients are estimated using samples iron, the analysis
district, whereas the mean being estimated is from a sub- population of the
analysis district. If the subpopulation is a set C of c counties (a sub-
analysis district) then the separate form of the regression estimate of the




'REG,c = E Nk^c 7  + bk 7k,c - x k
	(1)
where
Nk c = the total number of area-frame units (segments) in the k th stratum for
the set C of c counties
Lc	= the total number of strata for the set C of c counties
y k 	 = the average h ,^ctarage per sample unit from the ground survey for the





= the estimated regression coefficient for the k th stratum when
regressing ground-truth hectarage on classified pixels for the nk
sample units
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k,c ° the average number of pixels per area-frame unit for all units in the
k th stratum for the set C of c counties that have been classified into





	= the average number of pixels per sample unit in the k th stratum that
have been classified into the crop of interest
n 
xkj/nk
The estimated variance of 
YREG,c 
has been proposed to be
L
Y	
N2	 N  - n  S2	 n k - 1
v ( ^ REG,c)	 k,c	 n k	 ,y nk - 2 '
/I 	\	 (T	 -	 12(1 - rk i I ( C ) + ^ + n k Lc	 x k/	 (2)
\\	 /	 k	
_ l2
\j = 1 Xkj - xk)
where
N k	= the total number of area-frame units in the k th stratum
n k
	= the number of sample units in the k th stratum
i
S?	 = the sample variance for the reported hectarage for the k th stratum
k ,y
n	 r	 — 2




r2	 = the sample coefficient of determination for the k th stratum
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I(C) = 1 if C is a subset of the regression domain
= 0 if C is the entire regression domain
When I(C) = 1, the above variance formula is derived by treating the part of C
contained in the k th stratum as a single (fictitious) segment in which the
number of pixels classified as the crop of interest is Xk , c' This is
equivalent to assuming that there is no variation at all for the actual seg-
ments in C. If there is such variation, then it is believed that the variance
formula overestimates the variability of the subanalysis district regression
estimator. Comparing the empirical variances with those ootained from the
variance formula appears to substantiate this belief. For all of the major
crops and for almost all of the minor crops, the empirical estimate of
variance tends to be much closer to the formula variance for I(C) = 0 than for
I(C) = 1, with most of the empirically observed values of I(C) falling in the
interval [G, .l]. These results are found in section 5.
r
2.2 THE CARDENAS FAMILY OF ESTIMATORS
One of the p roblems encountered in estimating crop hectarage in a subanalysis
district is that there may be few or no sample segments with which to obtain
unbiased estimates of the mean hectarage per segment in the subanalysis dis-
trict. Consider, for example, the six-county South Dakota area, and let Ck
denote one of the counties. If Y kh is the population mean hectarage per seg-
ment of a crop in land-use stratum h and in C k , then the total for county k
would be




F, = denotes the summation over all strata in county k
h 
eCk





An unbiased estimate of the Ykh may not be possible if few sample segments
belong to C k ; however, the analysis district does presumably contain suffi-
cient sample segments to estimate 7 h , the population mean crop hectarage per
segment in stratum h. Thus, if the assumption that 4kh = 7h were made, the
















E yihj/tih' the sample mean per segment of the area in the h th stratum
J=1
within county i
t ih = the number of segments in the sample of the h th stratum within county i
n 
	 = the number of counties in the sample of the h th stratum
N 
	 = the number of counties in the hth stratum.
Recognizing that the above assumption is not satisfied in general, Cardenas,
Craig, and Blanchard (ref. 1) defined a family of county-level estimators
using the classified pixels in each county and stratum as the auxiliary data.
The family of estimators (referred to herein as the Cardenas family of esti-
mators) for the k th county is given by
Y Bk	 MkhlXh + 




X kh = the mean number of pixels classified as the crop in question for the hth
stratum within county k
X 
	
	 = the mean number of pixels classified as the crop in question for the hth
stratum
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If Xkh is greater (less) than Xh , then the mean area estimate should be
increased (decreased) by an amount proportional to this difference. It
follows that Bh should be positive.
If classification is such that Yihj = Axihj, where A is some constant, then
using B h = Yh /Th yields an unbiased estimator (referred to as the Cardenas
ratio estimator), Y rk of Yk.




t ih X ih	 Xh)Yih
Nh
_
n h	 Mih(Xih	 Xh) 2
i=.
yields an unbiased estimator (referred to as the Cardenas regression estima-
tor), Ysk of Yk
 when Yihj = a + b hx ihj , where a and b h are constants.
The variances for Y rk and Ysk were derived by Cardenas et al. (ref. 1). If
the assumption is made that the within-county variance is equal for all coun-
ties, then unbiased estimates of the variances were also given by Cardenas
et al.
THE CLASSY-BASED DIRECT PROPORTION ESTIMATORS
One of the objectives of this study is to develop improved county-level crop
area estimators. This may be achieved by modeling the county-level probabil-
ity distribution as if it came from a mixture of distributions.




p(xli) = the probability density for distribution i
ai	 = the proportion of distribution i in the mixture
m	 = the number of distributions in the mixture
f(x)	 = the mixture probability density for a spectral value x
Applying the CLASSY clustering algorithm (ref. 3) to the unlabeled county-
level data, it is possible to estimate m, p(x;i), and a i for i = I, ••• ,m.	 The
problem which remains is how to associate a crop label with each of the dis-
tributions, p(xli). This distribution labeling problem is the subject of a
significant amount of ongoing research. Lennington and Terrell (ref. 4)
described a maximum likelihooa estimator for the proportion of a given distri-
bution composed of a specific class. Chittineni (ref. 5) presented this
maximum likelihood result and a similar result based on a probability of
correct labeling criterion. Heydorn, Lennington, and Myers (ref. 6) presented
a least squares, or regression, approach to this same problem. In each of
these approaches the model is
IT = t sikai + ei=1
where
nk = the proportion of crop type k in the county of interest
sik = a set of "fitting" coefficients
a 
	 = the mixture proportions described previously
F_	 = error
Heydorn, Lennington, and Myers (ref. 6) have pointed out that this approach
may be considered a general;zation of stratified proportion estimation.
Chittineni (ref. 5) observed that if the Vs are restricted to either 0 or 1
(true distribution labeling), then the maximization problem may be solved





All of these tech iques for estimating the 
aik ccefficients require that a
small subset of labeled pixels be available. One way to select this subset of
	
i
labeled pixels is to choose pixels from only those segments within the county
of interest. This technique may not be feasible if the number of segments in
the county of interest is small. Therefore, it seems appropriate to choose
	
i
pixels also from Segments within the county and adjacent to the county.
Not all of the approacres to obtaining estimates of the a ik were evaluated.
The chosen candivates were the maximum likelihood approach and the least
squares, or regression, approach, both of which will now be discussed in more
detail.
2.3.1 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD APPROACH
Suppose that the CLASSY clustering algorithm is applied to approximate the
multivariate mixture density of the data in the county of interest. This
results in a set of multivariate normal densities, p(xli), i = 1, ••• ,m, and a
set of prior probabilities, a i , i = 1, ••• ,m. Now, suppose that there is a set
of data po , nts, x j , j = 1, ••• ,n, and let the randofi variable a be the class
label which takes on values of X = 1, ••• ,c. The joint probability of observing
data point x j associated with label e = R may then be formulated as follows.
M
P(x.,e = R) _	 a.P(x
J
.,6 = zIi)
^	 i=1	 ^ 
m
x i P(6 = eix j ,i)P(x j Ii)	 (8)
i=1
Assume that P(e = kIx j
 
i ) = P(a = Zli) = az i , which means that the labeled
random variable 6 is conditionally independent of the observation, x j ; i.e.,
given that one is sampling from distribution i, no further information about
the class label is conveyed by knowing xj.
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Under this assumption, the proportion of class z may be estimated as
m




and a, i may be interpreted as the proportion of distribution i that is
composed of class R.
Now, a maximum likelihood approach may be used to estimate S Zi , assuming that
all ai and p(xj li) are given.
c
Given a random sample of N (_ L N Z ) labeled data points from the county of
R=1







rI P x. ,9
¢=1 j^=1	 ^Z	 )
where x j , j z = 1, ••• ,N, represents those data points labeled as coming from
class Z.R
Under this mixture model, the likelihood function L may be written
C	 NQ	 m
L = rl
	 ri Fa.8 .P (x. ^i)	 (11)
	
R=1 jel i=1 t ^t	 JR
c
To maximize L subject to the constraints L szi = 1 for i = 1, ••• ,m is equiv-
2=1
alent to maximizing the following function
N
F =
	 logZ a i a zi p(x. It)	 n  	 aZi	 1	 (12)Z=1 j Z =1	 i=1	 Z	 i=1=1





Maximizing with respect to 5ji , a solution of 3F	 = 0 is given by
Ri












can be approximated using a fixed-point iteration scheme begin-
ning with Iti = C, Z = 1, ••• ,c, i = 1, ••• ,m.	 Once the solution of 5,i is
obtained, the proportion of class k can be estimated as
mm
n Z 
= E a i I t i
	 (15)
2.3.2 LEAST SQUARES APPROACH
Suppose again that the CLASSY clustering algorithm has been applied to approx-
imate the multivariate mixture density of the data in the county of interest.
This results in a set of multivariate normal densities, p(xli), and prior
probabilities a i , i = 1, ••• ,m.	 The model considered in this case is a
regression model where 
IZi 
are just constants to be estimated, viz,
m
P(9	 ZJx j )	 azip(ilxj) + e
i =1
where
P(a = ZJx j ) = the posterior probability that xj belongs to crop type t
p(ilx j )	 = the posterior probability that xj belongs to distribution i
= error
Now, the standard least squares techniques may be used to estimate a Zi . The
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m
K - IP(e = k Ix j )-	 stip(i l yl F	 (17)i=1
where
I O N  =	 f (•) dF, and F is the cumulative distribution of the mixture density.
To minimize K is equivalent to minimizing
m
KZ = A P(e = X I x j ) - L 9ZiP(i Ix  )IFi=1
m	 2 m
P(e = R Ix j ) - L 5AiP(i Ix
	 °`iP(xj Ii ) dxji=1
	
i=1
Minimizing with respect to az i , the solution is
e Ri	 gikECP(a = ltlx j )P(klx1j)]
where q ik is the ikth element of the inverse of the matrix
H = E[P(ilxj)P(klxj)].
Given a random sample of labeled data points and associated labels









= the ik th element of H -1 and the ik th element of H is
1	 n
n 	 JY P(ijxj)P(klxj)
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The proportion of class £ is then estimate
d by
m
n R	 E ajO^i (20)
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3. THE PREPROCESSING ALGORITHMS
3.1 XSTAR: AN ALGORITHM TO CORRECT LANDSAT DATA FOR THE EFFECTS OF HAZE AND
SUN ANGLE
The XSTAR preprocessing algorithm is based on the Environmental Research
Institute of Michigan (ERIM) radiative transfer model for an atmosphere with
nc absorption.
Letting primes denote a desired standard condition, the optical thickness for
each multispectral scanner (MSS) channel I is represented as follows:
T I




T' RI =	 the Rayleigh optical thickness in channel I
a IY' = the aerosol optical thickness in each channel so that y' is a scalar
measuring the amount of haze in the atmosphere in a hypothet4cal
spectral band for which a I = 1
CL I	 = a function of the channel, independent of atmospheric haze
For Landsat-2 data, channels 1 through 4,
1.2680
a = 1.0445	 (22)
.9142
.7734
The values for a l were calculated from the estimated Landsat in-band optical
thickness for an atmosphere with a horizontal visual range of 23 kilometers
(14.38 miles), which is relatively clear.
Similarly, for an observed condition, the optical thickness is
T1- T RI + a I(y ^ + r)	 (23)
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However, the Rayleigh optical thickness is independent of atmospheric haze;
so,






The change in optical thickness from the standardized condition to be observed
is then measured by Y .
If X I
 is the cbserved and XI is the standardized Landsat radiance value in
channel I, and assuming that other variables in the radiative transfer equa-
tion are restricted so that only atmospheric optical thickness is significant
;ref. 3), a correction equation is obtained:
a Y	 a Y 
^
XI = e I X I + (1 - e I	 XI + P(a ly)	 (25)
In general, both X j and P(a IX) are functions of scanner geometry, illumination
and viewing geometry, optical thickness, and the background albedo of the
standardized conditions.
Excludiig the higher order terms, represented by the polynomial function
P(aIY).
CL Y	 a
XI =e I X I +(1-e I
r 
XI
or	 (XI - X I) = ealY ( X I - XI)	 (26)
Then X* specifies a point, or an origin, in th^ signal space relative to which
the remainder of the signal space expands or contracts according to the effect
of each mu'tiplicative factor. 	 For a sun angle of 39°,
61.9
	






To app^y the XSTAR preprocessing algorithm to Landsat data, Y, . measurement
of the amount of correction required, must be found. It is assumed that
Landsat data distributions lie in a two-dimensional hyperplane in four-
dimensional data space and the hyperplane position shifts with atmospheric
haze. The XSTAR algorithm uses the tasseled-cap yellowness direction Y* as a
measure of the component of the shift, which is perpendicular to the usual
orientation of the plane. For the standardized condition, the average signal
value measure in the Y direction is
Y* _ -11.2082 Landsat counts
	
(28)
A value for Y that will shift the mean signal value (^ I ) is calculated so that





 u X I + A. - e	 )XI Y I 	(29)
I=1	 0




is expanded and third and higher order terms are ignored,




b = 	a I 	
I - 
XI Y I	 (30)
C =	
[T,,G' X
I Y I - Y*
I=1	 0




For extremely hazy conditions, 1 - 2aclb 2 may bo neuative and the squdre root




3.2 ATCOR: AN ALGORITHM TO CORRECT LANDSAT DATA FOR THE EFFECTS OF HAZE SUN
ANGLE, AND BACKGROUND
	 L	 N
The ATCOR algorithm is designed to simulate the effects of target reflectance
P I , sun angle e, haze level T H , and average reflectance of adjacent areas "I
on the radiance of a target as measured by Landsat in a channel I, and to
correct for them. ATCOR assumes that radiances measured by the sensor can be
modeled by
L 
	 = A I (F I , e0 0 T H ) P I + B I (11 I , 9 00 T H )	 (32)
where L I is the response in band I and A I and B I are coefficients for channel I
which depend on 7 11 e 0 , and rH.
An atmospheric model was developed for use with ATCOR; the VandeHust method
was then used to compute, for a range of wavelengths, the radiances gathered
by the MSS for a range of va ues for F I , 901 T H , and P I , These values are
represented by a table in ATCOR.
Gener,lly, 9 0 is known, but 
PI 
and T  a^e riot.	 However, if r  is known, then
7I can be calculated from the tabie.
The ATCOR program estimates r,i , computes 13 I , and interpolates using the tables
for A I (>S I , 3 O ,T H ) and BI(TI'e09TH) to find the correction coefficients which
can be used to make the desired corrections.
Tne atmospheric model consists of two homogeneous layers: a Rayleigh scattering
molecular layer on top and a Mie scattering haze layer next to the Earth's
surface. Most naze is present in this region. The method used to determine the
level of haze present actually estimates the total effect of all aerosols in the
atmosphere and does not distinguish between haze and cirrus clouds. However,
because the model assumes that this contribution is from haze particles ir- the
lower at.nos;,herr, the correction is less than optimal. Water vapor and other
gaseous absorption are neglected.
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The ATCOR program assumes that it is possible to obtain an estimate for the
actual reflectance of the darkest pixels in a Landsat image and that the pres-
ence of haze will brighten the corresponding measurement at the sensor. The
procedure for obtaining this estimate is discussed in reference 7. The
atmospheric model indicates that the effect of haze is greatest in channel 1.
The average channel 1 value for the darkest pixel in each scan line is computed
(Xmin)• The reflectance of the darkest target is known or is set to a default
value. From these values, the haze level which causes such a change between the
actual or default (darkest) reflectance and the observed Xmin is interpolated in
the table. That value is the estimate for TH.
A I and B I may then be obtained from the table and the correction applied.
If primes denote the desired standard sun angle, haze level, and average
background reflectance, then:
	





B I = B I (1S ^,u^,rH) - A I B I (TF	w,	 %TH)
u0 = cos e.
XI is the new radiance value for pixel X, channel I.
3.3 MLEST:	 A DISTRIBUTION MATCHING ALGORI HM
The MLEST algorithm is a statistical approach to finding an affine
transformation of the form
Y = AX + B
	 (34)
which transforms clusters of normal distributions in the MSS signal space from
a training area in a manner which best, describes the clustering of distribu-
tions In a recognition area.
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The objective of this approach is to model atmospheric and background effects
using a maximum likelihood algorithm to develop a transformation matrix A and
a vector B, in which the matrix A is not restricted to a diagonal matrix.
This allows the estimated changes in a single MSS channel to be expressed as a
weighted sum of the ensemble of channels rather than as a scalar transforma-
tion of only the data in that particular channel. This transformation is able
to correct for haze differences and for any other affine transformations
present in the data, regardless of origin. The primary advantages of MLEST
over the XSTAR and ATCUR algorithms are that the nondiagonal terms of the
transformation are included, and it is not necessary to make assumptions about
minimum haze pixels.
The following procedure is used to evaluate the performance of the MLEST
algorithm.
t	 1. Obtain unlabeled clustering statistics for a training area. 	 The overall
probability density function for accomplishing this is
M
p ( X ) _	 a	 p ( X ; i )	 (35)
J	 1=1	 ^	 J
where
M is the number of clusters in the training area,
X^ is the Jth pixel in the training area
a i is the proportion of the i th distribution in the training area
2. Use these statistics and the MSS channel data from the recognition area as
inputs to the MLEST algorithm. The MLEST algorithm estimates an affine
transformation of the training statistics and the a priori cluster
probabilities which maximize the likelihood function.
3. Transform labeled statistics from the training area usi,ig the computed
affine transformation:
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RiR = AlLiT + 8
L, i R A'Fi TA
where
the subscripts R and T refer to the recognition and training areas,
respectively.
A	 is the estimated transformation matrix
8	 is the estimated transformation vector
Ili is the mean vector for the i th distribution
E1 is the covariance matrix for the i th distribution
4. Use the transformed and labeled statistics to classify and label the
pixels in the recoynition area.
(36)
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4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN DESCRIPTION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The approach to be used was to estimate empirically the bias and variance of
the estimator by repeated sampling. In order to implement this approach, it
was necessary to determine the appropriate number of segments from the analy-
sis district needed for training the classifier, that is, to determine the
size of a training group. In addition, the number of training groups to be
used had to be determined, and, if pcssible, these training groups made
pairwise disjoint. Each training group would be used in the following ways:
1. A classifier would be trained using the segments in the training group.
2. The segments in the training group would be classified.
3. The regression coefficients for an estimator would be estimated using the
ground-truth hectares and the number of classified pixels in the training
group segments.
4. A given subanalysis district would be classified, and an estimate would be
obtained of crop area in the subanalysis district, using the regression
estimator in number 3.
The estimates of crop area obtained from the training groups would be used to
calculate a sample estimate of variance and a mean estimate of crop area.
The sample estimate of variance would be compared to the formula-obtained
variance; and, as a measure of bias, the mean hectarage estimate would be
compared to the direct expansion estimate, based only on the ground-truth
segment data from the subanalysis district being estimated.
There was some question about the sufficiency of the South Dakota data for
estimating bias and variance using the repeated sampling method just
described. For comparison purposes, such a procedure should use repeated
independent selections of segments for training; that is, the training lroups
should not overlap. A preliminary test study explored the issue of requiring




time needing nonoverlapping training groups for the empir 'al estimation of
bias and variance and for the use of subsequent statistical tests. This study
is described in section 4.2.
4.2 FORMULATION OF GROUPS FOR TRAINING AND TESTING
Given the requirements imposed on the training groups by the repeated sampling
method, a preliminary study was made to determine the appropriate size of the
training groups for reliably estimating the mean and variance of the estima-
tor. Some problems were anticipated and are now described.
The 252 65-hectare (one- fourth-square-mile) segments were obtained by sampling
within-soil strata instead of land-use strata. Resampling, which was
necessary because some strata were oversampled, reduced the number of
available segments to 200. 	 Ideally, a large number of independently selected
and nonoverlapping groups of segments should be used with repeated sampling to
do the empirical estimation,	 Because classification was also carried out in
this study, each nonoverlapping group had to contain a sufficiently large
number of segments to train the classifier. 	 If the number of available
segments is fixed, the number of segments within each nonoverlapping group
decreases as the number of groups increases. Thus, if there were enough
nonoverlapping groups to do the empirical estimation, these groups might not
contain enough segments to adequately train the classifier. On the other
hand, if there were enough segments in each nonoverlapping group to do the
training, there might not be enough groups to do the empirical estimation.
Therefore, it was apparent that, in order to have enough segments in each
grow to obtain acceptable classification performance and enough groups to
conduct the empirical estimation of the variance, the use of overlapping
groups was unavoidable. The training groups were determined with these
constraints in mind. The county-level estimators were based on the require-
ments that a simple random sample of segments would be chosen within each
land-use stratum and that the CLASSY clustering algorithm assumes a simple
random sample from the population; thus, each of the soil strata that was
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oversampled was resampled so that the new sample size for each stratum would
be proportional to the area in that particular stratum. (Simple random
sampling of a population is nearly equivalent to stratified random sampling
with proportional allocation.) After resampling, 200 segments were left in
the six-county a rea. These 200 segments were used to train the classifier,
which was to be used as a benchmark in evaluating any other classifiers
obtained in the , ,epeated sampling process.
Previous experience in the FY 1980 DC/LC project indicated that seventy-five
65-hectare (one-fourth-square-mile) segments probably contained a sufficient
number of pixels to train a classifier. Thus, the 200 segments were randomly
partitioned into 8 sets containing 25 segments each and were denoted
S i , i = 1,- • -,8. The training groups were formed by combining three sets at a
time so that the intersection of any two training groups would be at most one
set of 25 segments, and each would be used in exactly three different training
groups. The collection of training groups used in this study is as follows:
{S1US2US3, S1US4US6, S2US4US7, S2US5US8,
S 3 US 4US 5 , S 3US 6 US8 , S5US6US7, S1US7US8^
Some of the advantages of combining the partitions to obtain training groups
instead of using simple random sampling are:
1. The maximum number of overlapping segments in any two groups can be
controlled.
2. Each segment is chosen the same number of times, whereas in simple random
sampling some segments may never be chosen and some could be chosen more
than the others.
Each of the training groups was used to train a classifier. Then the entire
six-county area was classified and county-level estimates were obtained. The
variability of the eight classifiers was examined, and the performances were
compared with the benchmark of training on all 200 segments.
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The criteria on which the collection of training groups was accepted were:
1. Individual classification performances did not depart significantly from
the benchmark.
2. The number of groups was large enough to provide reliable empirical
estimation.
4.3 QUESTIONS ADDRESSED IN THE EVALUATION STUDIES
The evaluation study for the current county-level estimator addressed two
questions.
First, when the value I(C) = 1 is used in the variance formula, the resulting
number was believed to be an overestimate of the variability of the current
county-level estimator. Recall from section 2.1 that I(C) = 1 is used when-
ever C is a proper subset of the regression domain and is equivalent to
assuming tnat there is no variation at all for the segments in C (the county).
If C is the entire regression domain, then I(C) = 0; and the estimator is
simply the current analysis district regression estimator. Obtaining an
empirical estimate of the variance and comparing it to the formula variance
using different values for I(C) would be a means of examining the above
assumption and also of estimating a more realistic value for I(C).
The second question was whether or not the current county-level estimator was
an unbiased estimator of the total crop hectarage for a county. To answer
this question decisively would require knowing the true crop hectarage for a
county, and this information was not available.
	 Instead, the standard used
for comparison was the direct expansion estimator for the county, Y = N x y,
where N is the total number of possible segments in the county and y is the
sample mean crop hectarage per segment for the given county.
The parcicular alternative county-level estimators that were evaluated were of
interest because of the approaches that were taken in hectarage estimation at
the subanalysis district level. The Cardenas family of estimators compares
the average number of crop pixels per segment in a given stratum to the
I'
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average number of crop pixels per segment in the given county in that stratum
and adjusts the mean area estimate by an amount proportional to this
difference. Therefore, it was desirable to compare the performance of two of
the members of this family to the current county-level estimator as well as to
compare the performances of these two Cardenas estimators. In addition, the
only variance formula available for this family makes the assumption that, for
all counties, the within-county variances are equal. To compare the empirical
estimate of variance to the formula variance as an indication of the validity
of this assumption was also a desirable objective.
The two direct proportion estimators offered the possibility of estimating
crop hectarage in a county using only the county Landsat data and relatively
few ground-truth pixels. Another advantage was that the classification of
each pixel is not done directly as is necessary for the regression type esti-
mators. For making comparisons, however, this was also a disadvantage in this
study. For each county, one estimate of a crop proportion was obtained rather
than eight estimates using eight classifier training groups. Questions re-
garding the size of bias and variance were answered by using the proportions
and variances generated by the simple random Sample approach (section 5.3) as
the standard.
4.4 PREPROCESSING
The objective of the preprocessing study was to see if candidate preprocessing
algorithms applied to analysis district Landsat imagery have the capability for
improving crop area estimates at the county level when few (or no) training
segments are available from that county. Three preprocessing algorithms were
chosen for study based on results of the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment:
XSTAR, ATCOR, and MLEST (see section 3). The XSTAR and ATCOR algorithms are
haze-correction models which transform the analysis district and the county to
be estimated to correct for the presence of haze and/or background effects and
to make them look spectrally similar to the classifier. The MLEST algorithm
takes distributions present in the analysis district and estimates an affine
shift correction which matches them to distributions from the county. A
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transformation is obtained which may then be used on the statistics in the
classifier before classifying the county.
Ideally, sample segment data chosen from the analysis district (a six-county
area) would be used as the training set on which to develop the regression
estimator, and an entire county would be used as the test area. However,
ground truth was available only for sample segments in the county. In this
study, we tested whether preprocessing improves the estimates for a sample
from a county, rather than whether it improves an actual county estimate.
In order to address the worst possible case, two test areas (sample segments
from Beadle and Kingsbury counties, South Dakota) that did not overlap the
training set were chosen. This effort not to duplicate sample segments from
the training set in the county was made for two reasons: First, to achieve
distinct test and training groups for the F-test and the Hotelling T Z test;
and, second, to provide the "worst" case, where no sample segments from the
area of interest were available for training. 	 This selection also fulfilled
the requirement that sample segments from surrounding areas be available for
training; the surrounding segments in this case were other training group
segments that were in Beadle and/or Kingsbury Counties.
After estimates for the county samples were obtained by the USDA EDITOR system
and by the USDA EDITOR with MLEST, ATCUR, and XSTAR preprocessing, a compari-
son was Ina.ie to see which method produced estimates closer to the true ground-
truth proportions.
The purpose was to ascertain if one of the preprocessing methods had in some
way ,nade the regression estimator, which was developed over the analysis
district, appropriate and accurate at the county level.
4.5 STATISTICAL EVALUATION APPROACH
It was apparent from tn2 preliminary analysis that the overlap among some
training groups would vitiate any statistical tests requiring that assumptions
of independence of random variables be satisfied. This was accepted as a
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necessary flaw in order to have Enough training group; with enough segments in
each group to adequately train the classifier.
In evaluating the conjecture that the formula for the variance of the current
subanalysis district regression estimator overestimates the variability of
this estimator if I(C) - 1 is used, the following approach was taken: The
arithmetic means over the eight training groups were plotted against the
corresponding values of I(C) - 0 and I(C) = 1 for each crop. The line
containing these two points expresses the linear relationship existing between
I(C) and the variance of Y c , as is evident from the formula for the variance
of Y c . This line can be used to approximate the value of I(C) associated with
the empirical estimate of variance.
The Behrens-Fisher test was used to investigate the bias of the current
county-level estimator. Whenever a sample of segments is randomly selected
from a county, the direct expansion estimator N X y is an unbiased estimator
for the total county hectarage of a given crop. Likewise, each individual yi
is unbiased for the mean number of hectares per segment. Similarly, if the
current county-level estimator is unbiased for the total county hectarage of a
given crop, then ..is estimator divided by the number of segments in the
county (N) is unbiased for the mean number of hectares per segment for a given
crop. The Behrens-Fisher test indicates whether the current county-level
estimator, when divided by N, systematically overestimates or underestimates
the mean number of hectares per segment.
For the Cardenas ratio and regression estimators, the proportions of each crop
in each county, as well as a "coefficient of .'ariation" for each crop, are
presented in *ables. These figures are calculated fo r each training group.
This "coefficient of variation" is, for each county, the ratio of the square
root of formula variance for the crop divided by the average number of
hectares of the crop.	 In addition, a sample coefficient of variation was
obtained using the estimates of a crop from the eight training groups as
samples.	 These summary statistics for each estimator are presented by crop.
The sample variances of the Cardenas estimators were compared, and the sample
variance of each Cardenas estimator was compared to the sample variance of the
current county-level regression estimator using an F-test. This was done
knowing that the independence assumptions were not satisfied. Indeed, not
only did some of the training groups overlap, but also all three estimators
have the same y-variable, namely the ground truth hectarage per segment.
However, it was believed that a comparison of the sample variances would
indicate w l^iether or not they were significantly different.
The Behrens-Fisher t-test described previously was the test for bias of the
Cardenas ratio and regression estimators.
The bias and the mean squared error (MSE) of the direct proportion estimators
were calculated and recorded as summary statistics. Recall that the procedure
is to cluster a county and obtain proportions, a i , of each distribution in the
mixture model. Then, 500 labeled pixels are chosen randomly from segments
within the county to estimate 3 R	 or the proportion of croo A in distribu-
i	 c




distributions present.	 In addition, the crop proportions taken from the 500
pixels are computed to obtain a third estimate, called the simple random sample
estimate. This procedure is repeated 50 times, each time choosing 500 labeled
pixels randomly from the segments within the county. The average number of
labeled pixels available in each county is about 6700, a large eriough number
that the 50 repetitions can be considered independent. The proportion of each
crop, determined using all the labeled pixels in a county, is considered the
true proportion cf that (.rop. 	 In order to estimate the bias, the 50 estimates
are averaged and the mean compared to the proportion in the labeled pixels.
The MSE is the sample variance of the 50 ,p roportion estimates. An F-ratio is
computed for each of the direct proportion estimators. This is the ratio of
the sample variance of the direct proportion estimator to the sample variance
of the simple random sample estimates over the 50 repetitions. 	 Independence
problems are again present, since each of the three estimates ;maximum
likelihood, least squares, and simple randan sample estimates) is obtained over
the same set of 500 pixels.
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4.6 EVALUATION Of PREPROCESSORS
The comparison of the performance of each preprocessor with the USDA EDITOR was
	 f
done using the Hotelling T 2 test, which compares the mean difference between
ground truth and the regression estimate per segment for both methods.
Accepting the null hypothesis would indicate that there is no significant
difference between estimates produced by the two methods.
There remains some question as to whether the regression equation developed
from the analysis district should be used on the county in evaluating the
performance of the MLEST algorithm, since a new (transformed) classifier is
used on that county. Although an improvement in classification was obtained
using the MLEST algorithm on the county data, a corresponding improvement in
estimation might not occur using the regression lines developed on the analysis
district if these regression lines are not appropriate for the county. So in
addition to the Hotelling T 2
 test for the other preprocessors, two other tests
were made: one to compare regression estimators for the USDA EDITOR and MLEST,
which were developed on the county; and one to compare estimates from the USDA
EDITOR using the training regression lines and MLEST using the county
regression lines.
	 This issue is discussed in further detail in section 5,
Study Results.
If the results of the Hotelling T 2
 test show that one or more of he preproc-
essing proceau res produce estimates that are not significantly different from
those produced by the USDF EDITOR alone, it is necessary to exaT'^ , e the mean
vector to determine if the results of the preprocessing procedure are better,
worse, or mixed.	 If the estimates using the preprocessor are closer to ground
truth for every crop than those of the EDITOR alone, then the results using the
preprocessing procedure are considered better; if they are further from ground
truth for ev t ry c,-op than those of the EDITOR alone, the results using the
preprocessing procedure are considered worse.
	 Tf the estimates using the
preprocessor are closer to ground truth for some crops and further for others,
it may be concluded that one procedure is not better than the ot',"-r.
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atten ±.t to detect the pres..nce yr absence of haze or other differ-
ences betty en th yet' and training arees, a two-sided F-test for homogeneity
of variances and ac. F-test for equality of analysis district and county
regression lines is done for each crop. These tests are discussed in more






5.1 CURRENT SUBANALYSIS DISTRICT REGRESSION ESTIMATOR
5.1.1 EXPLANATION OF GRAPHS AND TABLES
Figures 5-1 through 5-9 contain plots of variance versus I(C) for the current
county regression estimator. For each crop, the formula variance using
I(C) = 1 is computed for each training group, and an average is obtained.
Similarly, the formula variance using I(C) = 0 is computed for each training
group. and an average is obtained. These two numbers determine the line
associated with each crop. The empirical estimate of variance is then used
with this linear relationship to produce an empirical estimate of I(C).
Although these plots have been produced for only one county, other aata
exhibited later provide a similar result: for the majority of crops in each
county, the empirically estimated values of I(C) are around zero.
	 This tends
to confirm the statement that the formula variance provides an estimate which
greatly overestimates the variance of the current county-level estimator.
5.1.2 THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL VARIANCE ESTIMATES BY COUNTY
Tables 5-1 through 5-6 present the preceding graphical results quantitatively
by county. The averages across training groups of the theoretical and
empirical variance estimates for each crop are given. The empirically observed
value of I(C) is also given, and it was determined by observing that in the
formula I(C) is linearly related to the variance estimate.
	 The averages of the
variance estimates with I(C) = 1 and also with I(C) = 0 provide two points
determining the line representing this linear relationship.
	 By using this fact
and the empirical estimate of variance, one can obtain a corresponding value of
I(C).	 For the majority of crops in each county, these values of I(C) are close
to zero.
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5.1.3 BEHRENS-FISHER TEST
Table 5-7 contains the results of the Behrens-Fisher test described in sec-	 i
tion 4.5. This test is used as a guide in assessing the bias of the current
county-level estimator. The corresponding confidence intervals for the
estimated biases are in table 5-8.
This test, a significance test for the difference between the means of two
normal populations, assumes that the two population variances are not the
same. For a fixed crop and county, the eight estimates of hectarage associ-
ated with the eight training groups are considered as eight observations of a
random variable Y1.
For the same crop and county, the n sample segments of the 200 that fall in
that county can each be thought of as providing an estimate of the mean hec-
tarage per segment of that crop. By multiplying each of these n numbers by
the total possible segments in the county, n estimates of the hectarage of the
crop are obtained. Treating these as n observations of a random variable Y2,
this two-sample test can then be applied to test for the equality of means
associated with the random variables Y 1 and Y2 . The following should be kept
in mind in interpreting the test results: First, the eight observations of Y1
are regression estimates based on means from training groups, some of which
overlap; and second, the n observations of Y 2
 arise from individual segments
and thus produce a large sample variance. This variance will occur as part of
the denominator in the test statistic, and it will likely produce a number
which will fall within the interval determined by the critical values. This
would imply that the hypothesis of equal means would not be rejected as often
as might be expected, given that the efficacy of Y 2 as an estimator of the
true population mean is suspect.
The other possibility for estimating the true mean was to use the segments
falling within a county to obtain the direct expansion estimate of the true
mean. This number would then be a constant C against which the mean from the
distribution of Y 1
 could be tested for equality.
	 The difficulty with this
possibility is that C is treated as the true mean, when in reality, it is only
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an unbiased estimate of that mean, and it has a considerable amount of
variance associated with it.
A decision to use the two-sample test was made, and, insofar as the mean of Y2
can be considered the true population mean, the test results indicate that
there is not enough statistical evidence to show that Y 1 , the current county-
level estimator, is biased.
5.1.4 ESTIMATION RESULTS FOR SOIL STRATUM 4
The current subanalysis district estimator was used to obtain crop hectarage
estimates for soil stratum 4 for each of the eight training groups. (The
Cardenas estimators were not evaluated on soil stratum 4 because their use
requires knowing all of the land jse stratum and soil stratum intersection
means, which were not available.) 	 In an analysis similar to that which was
conducted for the six counties, an empirically derived value for I(C) was 	 Y
calculated.
	
These results are shown in table 5-9. Again, the empirically
observed values of I(C) cluster close to 0, with hay cut being the only
exception. This gives additional credence to the conjecture that the variance
formula with IiC) = 1 produces overestimates.
The Behrens-Fisher test described in section 5. 1.3 was used to ascertain if
the current estimator produced biased crop hectarage estimates on soil
stratum 4. Table 5-10 gives the results of the Behrens-Fisher tests. No non-
zero ground truth was present for flax or grass in the sample of 20 segments
from soil stratum 4. Of the remaining seven crops, there was not enough sta-
tistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis of equal means.
	
(A signifi-
cant outcome for a crop would imply that the estimate for that crop is biased.)
5.2 RESULTS OF THE CARDENAS REGRESSION AND CARDENAS RATIO ESTIMATION
D nr MI l
5.2.1 COUNTY CROP PROPORTION AND COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION
Taoles 5-11 through 5-19 give, by crop, the proportion estimates and the
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Rangeland -0.408 12.116 -2.134 t
	
11.060 -0.088
Sunflowers -.947 12.094 -1.60!1 t
	
3.539 -.948
Corn -1.434 12.096 -6.019 t 8.800 -.456
Wheat 1.749 ±2.113 5.096 t 6.157 1.007
Oats -.618 12.104 -1.009 t 3.433 -.350
Grass t
Alfalfa -.420 ±2.099 -.580 : 2.902 -.181
Hay cut .309 ±2.159 .740 ±	 5.161 -.202
Flax t
*Tne hypothesis is that the population mean of the Huddleston-Ray subanalysis
district estimator equals the population mean of the direct expansion
estimator.
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each county. For example, in Beadle County the proportion estimate of range-
land using the training group G123 is .366 of the total hectares in the three
strata over which the estimate was obtained. The corresponding "coefficient
of variation" is .356 and is defined as the ratio of the square root of the
variance, calculated by the formula, and the average of the hectarage
estimates across the eight training groups. The next to the last coiumn
contains, for each county, the mean proportion estimate of rangeland and the
sample coefficient of variation. In the last column are the estimates
represented as hectares.
By comparing the "coefficients of variation" that were computed using the
formula variance for a training group to the sample coefficient of variation,
one can see that the variance formula of Y, which was derived under the
assumption that the within-county variance is equal for all counties, seems to
underestimate the true variance.
5.2.2 BEHRENS-FISHER TEST
In tables 5-20 and 5-21, the same two sample tests used to evaluate the bias
of the current county regression estimator was used to test for bias in the
two Cardenas estimators. The corresponding confidence intervals for the
estimated biases are in tables 5-22 and 5-23. The same caution encouraged in
examining the results in the first application of the test is advised here
also. Because the hypothesis for the Cardenas ratio estimator is rejected for
1U crop-county combinations and the hypothesis for the Cardenas regression
estimator is rejected for 8 combinations, both estimators can probably be
considered biased by this test.
5.2.3 F-TESTS OF VARIANCE
The two-sided F-test was used to provide some idea of how the variance of the
current county-level estimatoi compared to the variances of the two Cardenas
estimators and how the variances of the Cardenas estimators compared to each
other. These tests cannot be appealed to unequivocally hf:cause one of the
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populations. The overlapping training groups obviate satisfying the
independence criterion; however, i^eeping in mind this limitation, the results
in table 5-24 indicate that whenever there is a significant difference in
variances, the Cardenas regression estimator and the Cardenas ratio estimator
appear to have larger variances than the current regression estimator.
Additionally, there seems to be no significant difference in variances of the
Cardenas regression and the Cardenas ratio estimators.
5.2.4 RESULTS OF THE CLASSY-BASED DIRECT PROPORTION ESTIMATION PROCEDURE
The CLASSY-based direct proportion estimation procedure using the maximum
likelihood approach or the least squares approach can be outlined as follows:
1. Apply the CLASSY clustering algorithm (noncrop specific to the county of
interest, sampled 1/64) to estimate m, p(xli), and ai.
2. Randomly choose 500 labeled pixels from the segments within the county of
interest.
3. Use the maximum likelihood approach described in section 2.3.1 to estimate
6xi
4. Use least squares approach described in section 2.3.2 to estimate BRi.
m
5. Compute the proportion of class X as n.
	
01i SXii=1
6. Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, and 5, 50 times to estimate the bias and MSE of Tr
The procedure was also carried out without using the maximum likelihood
approach or the least squares approach; the 500 labeled pixels were used to
compute the proportion n R directly. This is referred to as the simple random
sample approach. The number of labeled pixels in each county are as follows:
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5.2.5 STATISTICS FOR DIRECT PP 'ORTION ESTIMATORS
In tables 5-25 and 5-26 are some statistics that were calculated for each of
the direct proportion estimators. For each crop, the bias, mein squared
error, and F-ratio are listed. The bias is the difference between the average
of the 50 proportion estimates of a crop given by the particular estimator and
the proportion of ground truth of that crop in the sample segments that are in
the county.
The mean squared error (MSE) is the average of the squared errors over the 50
runs. The F-ratio is the ratio of the variance of the 50 estimates given by
the direct proportion estimator to the variance of the 50 estimates obtained,
each using a simple random sample of 500 labeled pixels to compute the
proportion directly.
There seem to be no significant differences in variances of the CLASSY direct-
proportion estimators using the simple ranoom sample approach and either the
maximum likelihood or the least squares approach.
5.2.6 RELATIVE BIASES OF ALTERNATIVE COUNTY ESTIMATORS
Table 5-21 lists the relative biases of each of the alternative county-level
estimators considered. The relative bias is defined by the equation:
Relative bias = estimator proportion of crop - true proportion of cro
true proportion of crop
The true proportion of a crop in a county is declared to be the proportion of
that crop determined by all of the ground-truth pixels in the sample of
segments from that county. It can be seen that the Cardenas estimators
produce relative biases consistently larger than those of the direct propor-
tion estimators, which appear to have about a 10-percent relative bias.
5.3 STUDY RESULTS: PREPROCESSING
The preprocessing study was to determine if any of three candidate preproces-
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TABLE 5-27.- RELATIVE BIAS OF ALTERNATIVE COUNTY ESTIMATORS
County tstlmator Range l and Sunflowers Corn (neat Oats Grass Alfalfa Hay cut
Flax
Beadle *1 -0.450 -0.270 0.288 -0.417 3.250 -0.261 -0.374
1`2
-.420 .393 1.489 -.135 4.4Z2 -.292 -.475
**3 -.090 .106 -.014 .025 -.024 .149 .009
1t4
-.094 .158 .A00 .019 -.057 .106 -.007
1 5 -.216 -.400 2.075 -.498 I 3.181 -.398 -.462
Clark 1 -.099 -.T21 .303 .020 1.681 -.116 0.027 -.164 0.526
2 -.121 -.442 .539 -.294 1.709 -.202 -.045 .696 .858
3 -.012 .099 .135 -.089 I -.066 . -.031 -.023 -.003 -.061
4 -.0_. .158 .154 -.069 -.058 -.059 -.026 -.008 -.117
5 -.253 -.465 .353 -.305 2.430 -.150 .278 -.290 1.042
Codington 1 1.168 .894 -.088 .980 -.033 -.509 .460 -.155
2 1.057 .289 -.019 .448 -.210 -.559 .294 I -.315
3 _,064 -.U36 -.159 .101 .115 -.028 .164 .011
4 -.06U -.076 -.230 .147 .109 -.Olt .147 I •047
5 .325 -.054 -.044 .388 .201 -.527 .826 .061
Hamlin 1 -.186 .758 1.138 -.490 i	 4.025 1.211 I	 1.181 .040
2 .083 .1y6 .170 -.575 I	 3.844 .861 1.456 -.266
3 -.670 .456 . .345 .:,01 -.403 1.500 1.612 -.066
4 -,805 1.010 -.191 .573 -1.158 1.213 .381 -.299
!I	 5 -.611 .873 -.110 -.483 3.368 1.353 -.445 .210
Kings..ury 1 1.095 .534 -.014 .446 .642 -.441 .316 6.597 -.216
2 .838 .126 -.263 -.182 .613 -.490 .040 12.434 -.303
3 .052 -.118 -.091 .039 -.007 .071 -.109 -.333 -.046
4 -.044 -.171 -.087 .116 .005 .012 -.148 1	 .067 -.016
5 .087 -.622 .019 -.309 .931 •442 .188 I	 4 .875 .143
Spinw. 1 .066 -.711 -.237 -.616 .541 1.668 -.303 .029 -.U44
2 .052 -.64G .625 -.426 1.065 2.146 -.058 -.030 2.174
3 -.043 •.0_6 .068 .011 .011 I	 -.111 .009 -.033 I	 .109
4 .051 tai 193 .017 047 -.171 316 -.073 .C90
5 .158 -.1c5 -.335 -.182 (	 .227 .576 .106 .276 .191
Averages 1 .2G9 .1;z .075 .376 .321 1.314 .241 1.454 .030
overall 2
.254 _.167 .245 .201 .401
I
1.527 .133 2.816 .412
cou:ities
3 -.i38 -.020 .086 -.OSC .OF3 -.088 .282 .250 --011
4 -.164 -.056 .198 -.003 .116 -.242 .218 .072 -.059
5 -.095 1	 -.382 .078 .360 .468 1.004 .392 .79; 341
*Carj*nas regression estimator.
tG rdenis ratio estimator.
**Kaxi..oum likelihood direct proportion estimator.
t* Least squares direct proportion estimator.
S Hiiddl pston-Ray estimator.
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differences between the larger area, for which the estimator was developed,
and the smaller county area, for which estimates are desired.
The ATCOR and XSTAR algorithms transform both the analysis district sample,
which is used in training the classifier, and the county data to make them
spectrally more alike by correcting for atmospheric and background differ-
ences. Not only is a classifier developed that is different from the one that
was developed using EDITOR alone, but a different regression estimator is also
obtained. The MLEST algorithm, however, provides a transformation that is
applied to the training statistics frim, the analysis district. This trans-
formation changes the classifier to better fit distributions that are present
in the county. Thus, the transformed MLEST classifier is used on a particular
county, but is inappropriate for the analysis district; hence, the same
regression equation is developed on the analysis district by both EDITOR and
EDITOR with MLEST. Any differences between EDITOR in county-level estimates
and EDITOR with MLEST preprocessing would be caused by the classifier, because
the regression equations are the same.
Tables 5-28 through 5-33 present the classification results for the 15 segment
samples from the analysis district that were used to train the classifier and
develop the regression estimators for EDITOR and for EDITOR with each
preprocessor. Also included are similar results for she two county samples,
which were both disjoint from the training set.
5.3.1 HOTELLING'S T2 BEST RESULTS
It has been assumed in this study that there are some fundamental V,-riospheric
and background differences between the six-county analysis district and the
individual cotnty to be estimated. Hence, one si-gle overall correction by a
preprocessor of the entire Six- county area might ransform the spectral space
i
	 in some useful manner (i.e., reduce the effects of haze), out it would not
correct for the difference between individual counties and the analysis
1
district.	 Such differences would still remain, and no real classification
improvement was obtdined when using XSTAR in this manner. The remaining study
used XSTAR and ATCOR in a manner which would have corrected for such
5-43
TABLE 5-28.- EDITOR WITHOUT PREPROCESSING
(a) Classification results for 75 segments












(b) Classification results for 25 segments from Beadle
County and 20 segments from Kingsbury County
Beadle County Kingsbury County







Wheat	 24.42 Wheat 39.84




3.11 Hay cut 5.56
Grass	 5.77 Grass 22.81
Rangeland	 59.18 Rangeland 50.28
Svnflower^, Sunflowers 39.47
Overall	 PCC	 36.55 Overall	 PCC 42.0 1
classification.*Percentage if correct
5-4a
TABLE 5-29.- EDITOR WITH XSTAR PREPROCESSING - SINGLE HAZE CORRECTION
USED FOR BOTH ANALYSIS DISTRICT SAMPLE AND COUNTY
[Entire 6-county area transformed at once]
(a) Classification results for 75 segments





























TABLE 5-30.- EDITOR WITH XSTAR PREPROCESSING - ANALYSIS DISTRICT
AND COUNTY SEPARATELY CORRECTED FOR HAZE
[County and training areas transformed separately]
(a) Classification results for 75 segments














(b) Classification results for 25 segments from Beadle
County and 20 segments from Kingsbury County
Beadle County Kingsbury County
Crop PCC* Crop PCC*




Wheat 20.47 Wheat	 I 41.44
Oats 14.21 Oats 13.74
Flax Flax 25.29
Hay cut 7.66 Hay cut 0.00
Grass 10.58 Grass 18.83
Rangeland 61.9E Rangeland 43.44
Sunflowers Sunflowers 40.19
Overall	 PCC 36.76 Overall	 PCC 36.74




TABLE 5-31.- EDITOR WITH ATCOR PREPROCESSING
(a) Classification results for 75 segments












(b) Classification results for 25 segments from Beadle
County and 20 segments from Kingsbury County
Beadle County Kingsbury County
Crop PCC* Crop PCB*
Alfalfa 29.78 Alfalfa 18.85
Corn 66.45 Corn 69.63
Wheat 13.66 Wheat 42.08
Oats 2.51 Oats 0.00
Flax Flax 0.00
Hay cut 17.74 Hay cut 0.00
Grass 0.00 Grass 1.87
Rangeland 49.73 Rangeland 38.45
Sunflowers Sunflowers 0.00
Overall	 PCC l	 38.59 I	 Overall	 PCC 33.62




TABLE 5-32.- EDITOR WITH MLEST PREPROCESSING













tNote that these are exactly the same results as those in
table 5-28(a). The classifier is the same.
(b) Classification results for 25 segments from Beadle
County and 20 segments from Kingsbury County**
Beadle County Kingsbury County
Crop PCC* Crop PCC*
Alfalfa 26.95 Alfalfa 3.46
Corn 52.29 Corn 62.72
Wheat 17.41 Wheat 10.08
Oats 18.77 Oats 12.21
Flax Flax 5.75
Hay cut 0.16 Hay cut 0.00
Grass 20.43 Grass 32.87
Rangeland 33.71 Rangeland 8.50
Sunflowers Sunflowers 0.00
Overall	 PCC 29.17 Overall	 PCC 28.72
*Percentage of correct classification.
**Note that MLEST has adjusted the classifier for the individual




TABLE 5-33.- EDITOR WITH MLEST PREPROCESSING WITH TRUE PROPORTIONS
(a) Classification results for 75 segments












(b) Classification results for 25 segmen s from Beadle
County and 20 segments from Kingsbury County
Beadle County Kingsbury County
Crop PCC* Crop PCC*
Alfalfa 50.33 Alfalfa 8.08
Corn 39.59 Corn 63.31
Wheat 9.22 Wheat 14.40
Oats 12.02 Oats 2.29
Flax Flax 5.17
Hay cut 5.94 Hay cut 0.00
Grass 0.00 Grass 44.68
Rangeland I	 21.05 Rangeland 2.77
Sunflowers Sun f17v,ers 0.00
C,er• all	 PCC 23.28 Overall	 PCC 31.46
*Percentage of correct classification.
tThe prior probabilities in the MLEST-adjusted classifiers
for each county were the actual crop proportions in the





differences (separately correcting the analysis district and the county),	
4
provided that the algorithms were effective in haze correction.
Although the preprocessing methods did not improve classification for all 	
l
crops for any county, MLEST (without prior knowledge of crop proportions in
the county) produced improved or similar classification results in the Beadle
County test site for every crop but rangeland. However, MLEST did so poorly
in classifying rangeland, which constituted 33 percent of the county sample,
that the overall PCC was significantly lower than for EDITOR alone. Similar
results were found for XSTAR in the same county when the entire analysis
district was corrected at once.
Tables 5-34 and 5-3E show the results of comparing crop-ar,^a estimates that
are obtained from each preprocessing procedure with those from EDITOR. The
Hotelling T2
 test was used in the comparison. Rejecting the null hypothesis
would indicate that the preprocessing method produced regression estimates
which were significantly different from those produced without preprocessing.
In Beadle County, EDITOR with ATCOR produced regression estimates that were
significantly different from those produced by EDITOR alone, but these
estimates were better for some crops and worse for others (mixed). EDITOR
with XSTAR also produced mixed results in Kingsbury County. Mixed results are
undesirable because the preprocessing procedure should produce the same esti-
mates as EDITOR when little or no haze or background difference is present and
better estimates for all crops when heavy haze is present. The inconsistency
of the XSTAR and ATCOR algorithms indicates that they are either insufficient
in their compensation for large differences or that they are unreliable when
little difference is present. This conclusion is supported by results
published in 1981 by Dave (ref. 8), which suggested that XSTAR corrects mainly
for sun angle rather than for haze and that XSTAR contains assumptions which
are at variance with finding; from the Dave study. The XSTAR and ATCOR




TABLE 5-34.- STRATUM 12 HOTELLING'S T 2 RESULTS OF
25 SEGMENTS IN BEADLE COUNTY
NULL HYPOTHESIS: EDITOR with preprocessing produces








EDITOR with no preprocessing 12.37 Accept
vs.	 EDITOR	 with	 XSTAR	 *(I)
EDITOR	 with	 no preprocessing 25.31 Accept
vs.	 EDITOR	 with	 XSTAR	 t (I 1 )
EDITOR with no preprocessing 52.79 Reject Mixed
vs.	 EDITOR 	 with	 ATCOR	 f(Il)
r (1ITOR	 with	 no	 preprocessing 2n.483 Acr,opt
vs.	 EDITOR	 with MLEST
EDITOR with no preprocessing 42.79 I	 Accept
vs.	 EDITOR	 with MLEST	 (both
regression	 estimators	 devel-
oped on Beadle County)
FW OR with no preprocessing 150.9; Reject Mixed,
(regression	 estimator	 devel- nostly
oped	 on	 analysis	 dist r ict)	 vs. better
EDITOR	 with MLEST	 (regression
estimator developed on county)
C r itical	 value	 T 2	 (6,	 13,	 .05) 49.23
TABLE 5-35.- STRATUM 12 HOTELLING'3 T 2 RESULTS OF






EDITOR	 with	 no	 preprocessing 111.89 Reject Mixed
vs.	 "DITOR	 with	 X'_rAR	 (II )
EDITOR	 'vith	 no	 preprocessing 56.24 Accept
vs.	 FOITOk	 with	 ATCOR
EDITOR	 with	 no	 preprocessing 25.91 accept
vs.	 EDITOR	 with MLEST
Critical	 value	 T 2	 (8,	 14,	 .05) 86.08
'I.	 ?nti^e^ County area t. ,ansformed it once.
I ll.	 Cr3lning gnd : ,)7nty d rr -S t dnsfor^ed Separ%t2iy.
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The MLEST procedure consistently produced regression estimates that were not
significantly different from those produced by EDITOR alone. These regression
estimates were obtained both from the analysis district and from the county.
The FY 1980 study showed that a regression developed on a training set was
significantly different from a regression developed on an independent set.
The only case in which EDITOR with MLEST produced estimates that were better
than those produced by EDITOR alone was when estimates from the EDITOR
analysis district regression estimator were compared with estimates produced
by an estimator developed on the counties ;:Pre MLEST had transformed the
classifier. Because the courcies were in effect an independent test set
(disjoint from the training segments), such a difference in the regression
estimates was probably similar to the training and test estimator differences
found in the FY 1980 study and was not due to the use of MLEST.
Below is listeo cne mean vector used in calculating the Hotelling T 2 statistic
when EDITOR with MLEST was used with an estimator that was developed from seg-
ments in Beadle County to estimate crop areas for those segments, and EDITOR




















n	 dy - y e l - Iy - Yn ^) i
i=1
In this equation, n is the number of sample segments from Beadle County in
stratum 12 (14), y e is the estimate for segment i from EDITOR alone, y  is the





was positive, then MLEST with EDITOR provided estimates which,
on the average, were closer to ground truth than EDITOR alone; when the vCrop
was negative, EDITOR provided the better estimates. However, this improvement
is probably caused by the different regression equations used, and not by the
use of MLEST.
This improvement highlights the fact that in production use with no test
segments available, EDITOR with MLEST would use the same regression equations
as would EDITOR alone. However, with the use of MLEST, the classifier used to
classify the county is not the same as the one used to develop the regression
equations. It would be expected that this would affect the estimates made on
the county. Any classification improvement caused by the use of MLEST must
overcome such degradation in estimator performance.
It should be possible to take advantage of potential improvements if teft
segments were always available to produce a new estimator or if some other
type of estimator were used. Unfortunately, test segments are usually not
available, since all available segments are needed to train the classifier
adequately.
In order to better evaluate if differences between the crop proportions in the
analysis district and the county were affecting the performance of the ALEST
classifier, the crop proportions that are listed in tables 5-36 through 5-33
were provided to the MLEST classifier to see if any classification improvement
would be obtained.
In Beadle County, two crops are not present at all, and in both counties crop
proportions vary widely between analysis district and county for some crops.
Classification results using these priors from the county were wore for one
county and better for the other when compared to use of MLEST with priors from
the training data. Differences in crop proportions between the analysis
district and county must then be larger before estimates of the county
proportions would improve an PL-EST classifier.
I
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TABLE 5-36.- CROP PROPORTIONS OF

















TABLE 5-37.- CROP PROPORTIONS OF












TABLE 5-38.- CROP PROPORTI(►:'S V












Although MLEST performed consistently, it never produced estimates that were
statistically different from those produced by EDITOR. But there is a ques-
tion of whether there was actually any difference in the haze level between
the analysis district and the two counties. Several methods were used to
attempt to answer this questicn.
Table 5-39 lists the MLEST transformation matrix and vector ujed to transform
the training statistics before classifying each county.
Although the diagonal elements of the A matrices were all close to 1, neither
the off-diagonal elements nor the values for the B vector were close to zero.
This transformation is not close enough to an identity transformation to say
that there is no difference in the distributions of the analysis district and
the county, there may be some dif ference, 0it not very much.
5.3.2 ATCOR HAZE LEVELS
Table 5-40 displays the haze levels measured by ATCOR for the two acquisitions
for the analysis district and county samples.
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TABLE 5-39.- MLEST TRANSFORMATION MATRIX A AND VECTOR B
FOR BEADLE AND KINGSBURY COUNTIES
(a) Beadle County
Matrix A
1.01 -0.01 -0.14 0.06 0.08 -0.07
0.04 0.89 -0.09 -0.03 0.13 -0.01
0.11 -0.14 1.05 -0.07 0.05 -0.08
-0.12 0.01 0.16 0.94 -0.11 -0.09
-0.18 -0.06 -0.06 0.04 1.00 0.16
-0.22 -0.10 -0.07 0.05 -0.08 1.22
-0.22 -0.26 -0.10 -0.02 0.20 0.39












1.21	 -1.09	 -1.26	 0.64	 1.39	 -0.95	 -1.62]
(b) Kingsbury County
Matrix A
0.85 0.09 -0.17 0.14 0.09 0.04 -0.04 0.04
-0.09 1.07 -0.16 0.14 0.05 0.16 -0.09 0.03
-0.07 -0.30 0.86 0.07 0.14 -0.11 0.02 0.18
-0.24 -0.29 0.00 0.99 -0.19 0.02 0.12 0.17
-0.19 0.03 -0.16 0.09 1.04 0.21 -0.12 0.14
-0.20 -0.03 -0.09 0.03 0.01 1.34 -0.14 0.15
-0.10 -0.06 -0.18 -0.10 0.15 0.29 1.06 0.04
-0.09
_
-0.03 -0.10 -0.19 0.06 0.28 0.11 1.04J
Vector B
[-0.85	 -0.72	 -1.03	 -0.41	 -0.20	 -0.80	 2.07	 2.10]
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TABLE 5-40.- ATCOR-M=ASURED HAZE LEVELS
Analysis
	 district. Haze level No.	 of segments
G123 training group: 75
Acquisition 1 0.177
Acquisition 2 0.236
Beadle County test group: 25
Acquisition 1 0.250
Acquisition 2 0.257
Kingsbury County test group: 20
Acquisition 1 0.113
Acquisition 2 0.209
*Haze levels are measured on a scale of 0.000 (no haze)
to 1.000 (heavy haze).
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Unfortunately, although the haze levels that were measured are useful for com-
parison, it is not known at what haze level a classifier will first have poor
1
performance caused by haze (table 5-40). Note that there is little difference
between the analysis district and either county for acquisition 2, but there
is some difference in Beadle County for acquisition 1. XSTAR does not produce
a haze diagnostic.	 r
5.3.3 CUMFARISUN OF REGRESSION LINES
The third method used to look at the presence or absence of haze was to
compare regression lines obtained from the training area to those from the
Beadle County test area.
Tables 5-41 and 5-4l show the tests for homogeneity of variances and the test
for equality of regression lines. The county regression lines were developed
on only 14 segments, whereas the analysis district regression lines were
developed on 42 segments (both sets from stratum 12 only). As can be seen,
homogeneity of variances was rejected for six of seven crops, and the regres-
sion lines were not the same for the remaining crop. Any attempt to draw
conclusions about haze level from these tests is limited.
The fourth and final attempt to reach an understanding of differences involves
an observation of XSTAR results. If classification results from XSTAR with
EDITOR (when the whole six-county analysis district was corrected at once) had
been worse than those when th- analysis district and the county were corrected
separately, then it would have been concluded that there was some difference
between the county and the analysis district that was not being corrected,
although the overall average haze level may have been reduced. In fact, that
was not the case. The classification results when the whole area was
corrected at once were actually better. The conclusion drawn from this
attempt to measure haze and other differences between the county and analysis
district is that there is probably some difference present, but it is not a
large difference.
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Hay cut 2.1830 Reject
Grass 0.8588 Accept
Alfalfa 4.1096 Reject
F (0.95, 12, 40) = 2.0000
F (0.05, 12, 40) = 0.4115
Reject HO if F > F (0.95, 12, 40) or if
F < F (0.05, 12, 40)
H 0 : a2
 Test = a 2 Train
TABLE 5-42.- EQUALITY OF TRAIN AND TEST REGRESSION LINES
F = (SSE*All- SSE Train - SSE County)/2
( SSETrain + SSECounty)/52
	
Crop	 Calculated F	 Reject/accept HO
	
Grass	 3.2895	 Reject
F (0.95, 2, 52) = 3.1820
Reject H O if F > F (0.95, 2, 52)
HO : Training set regression line equals test set regression
line if homogeneity of variances was not rejected.
*SSE = Sun of squared error.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The data set used in this study was atypical of one over which the USDA/SRS
would normally conduct crop hectarage estimation. This fact must naturally be
considered in interpreting results and in advancing recommendations based on
these results. However, because of this limitation, efforts were made to
design approaches that would produce classification and estimation results
comparable to those expected on a typical data set. Information obtained in
the FY 1980 Missouri study was helpful in this regard. Within this context is
presented a synoptic discussion of the material detailed in Study Results,
section 5.
The regression coefficients for the current county-level regression estimator
were obtained over a much larger area than the county. This is necessary in
an operational setting b,-zause the county may not have a sufficient number of
segments to obtain reliable estimates of these coefficients. In approximating
this situation in this study, the training groups that were used to train the
classifier contained segments from all six counties, and about one-sixth came
from the county under consideration. The repeated sampling study showed that
the current county-level estimator appears to be unbiased, and that a better
es`.imate of its variance is obtained by using I(C) = 0 than by using I(C) = 1
in the variance formula.
The alternative estimators that were considered do not appear to offer any
improvement over the current county-level estimator. Both of the Cardenas
estimators have a larger variance than do the current estimator, and both
appear to be biased. Although the CLASSY-based direct proportion estimators
exhibited less relative bias than the Cardenas estimators, they were,
nevertheless, about 10 percent off the "true" mean.
i
Because the direct proportion estimators d:, no classification, the approach
used to obtain the estimates was not the same as that designed for the
regression-type estimators. When the variance of the 50 iterations of the
direct proportion estimator was compared to the variance of the 50 estimates
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obtained using the simple random sample approach, no significant differences
in the two variances were detected. The continuing attraction of direct
proportion estimation lies in the fact that it allows a true alternative to
the regression model, which may not be the most appropriate model for county-
level area estimation. More time and study devoted to designing an approach
for a direct proportion estimation procedure at a county level are suggested
for future studies.
Of the three preprocessing algorithms evaluated, MLEST is regarded as having
the potential to improve county hectarage estimates. It is not clear whether
MLEST should be used with EDITOR in a signature extension role, or whether
MLEST should be regarded as a type of direct proportion estimator. As with
the direct proportion estimators, some difficulty was encountered in develop-
ing an optimal approach using MLEST. However, further study of an optimal
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The following files were created during this South Dakota study ind were
archived on tape. The files are listed, for each directory, in the order in
which they were archived, with the most recently archived files first end the
oldest files last. If any doubt exists about which file of several versions




<JSC-SDI> MESSAff.TXT;l archive¢ on tares 21030 and 21051
'<J:;C-SD1>9023. GTRUT14;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI>8042.GTRUT14;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
;JSC-SDI> 8041 . GTRUTHi1 archived on tares 21050 and 21031
<JSC-SDI> 7121.GTRUTH ; 1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI> 7064 . GTRUTH;I archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI>704-3.GTRUTH;l archived on tapes 21050 and 21031
:JSC-SDI>70*,2. GTRUTH; 1 archived on tares 21050 and 1.1051
<JSC-SDI>6013.GTkUTHII archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI>3042.GTRUTH;1 archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI>2053.GTRUTH;l archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<;JSC-SDI>2042.GTRUTH;1 archived on tares 21030 and 21051
,
,JSC-SDI>2034.GTRUTFI;1 archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI>2031.GTRUTH;l archived on tapes 21050 and 21031
.•J:S'C-SDI>2023.GTRUTH;1 archived on tapes 21030 and 21051
<.JSC-SD1>2022.GTRUTH;1 archived on tapes 21050 and 21031
<.J:^C-SDI>2021.GTRUTH;I archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SDI>2013.GTRUTWI archived on tapes 21050 and 2105L
.;JSC-SDI>20I2.GTRUTW archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
.<JSC-SDI>2011.GTRUTH;i archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
<J:^C-SD1>SDI6321.SUMFLONERS i63 ;1 archived on tapes	 21050	 1
<.JJC-SD1>G258%ISTRT.CLRSS Y./RERU"/PRIOR;I archived on aptwos
d	 21051
J:^C-SD1>6247/ISTRT.CLRSSY/RERUMf ,PRIOR;1 archived on tares
1	 21u31
JSC-SDI>G146/ISTRT.CLRSSY%RERU"/PRIOR;2 archived on tapes
i	 21U51
.JSC-SDI> SI~/C368/CFWE . EST; l archived on tapes	 21050	 an
:.J:^'C-.SDI>SIGM"/C368/CRf1E.STOT;1 archived on tapes	 21050	 a
;:. i ;r:-SDi> go21.6TRUTHi i archived on tares 21050 anr* 21047
( JSC-SDI )G368/CIJRN. ESP; 1
	 21050,	 21047
( JSC-SD1 )TYPESCR IPT. GTRUTH; 1
	 21036,	 21038
( JSC-SDI )BEADLE/NOT-G123/eaTCOR/TABLE. MD; 1 21014,
! JSC-SDI )BEADLE/NOT-G123/ATCOR/PACK. N]3i 1 21014,
(JSC-SDI>BEADLE/NOT-G123/ATCOR/CAT.ND;1 21014,	 21
( JSC-SD1 >G363/OATS. SGT; 2
	 21014,	 21009
( JSC-SDI >SD-MT/',.678/EAST1. CORRECTED/MULTI-WIi lJ; 1	 e
(JSC-SDI >G345/XSTAR/5678/PACK.-OTHER;1 21007,	 21C
( JSC-SDI )G345/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -GRASS; 1 21007,	 210
( JSC-SD1 >G345/XfiTAR/5678/PACK. -WHEAT; 1 21007,	 21C
( JSC-SD1 >G345/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -CORN; 1 21007,	 210C
( JSC-SD1 >G345/XST;'.R/5678/PACK. -OATS; 1 21007,	 2100
( JSC-SD1 )G345/>:STA,R/5678/PACK. -FLAX; 1 21007,	 2100
( JSC-SDI )G345/>:STA. R/5678/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1	 21007
( JSC-SD1 )G345/h4T"•R/5678/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1 21007,	 2
(JSC-SD1)G345/XSTAR/5678/PACK.-HAYCUT;l 21007,	 21
( JSC-SDI )G345/X'sTAR/5678/PACK. -RAi•1GELAPID; 1 21007,
( JSC-SDI iG345/XSTP.R/5678/PACK. -ND; 1
	 21007, 21004
( JSC-SDI >G345/XSTAR/5678/PACK. iNB; 1
	 21007,	 21004
(JSC-SD1)G345/XSTA.R/1234/PACK.-OTHER;1
	 : 21007,	 210




( JSC-SD1 )0345 / XNTAR /
 1234 / PACK. -HAYCUT; l
	 21007, 21
( JSC-SDI )0345/XSTAR/ 1234/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	 21007, 2100( JSC-SDI )0345/XNTAR/1234/PACK. -SU^4FLOWERS; 1
	 21007( JSC-SD1 )0345/XSTAR/ 1234/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	 21007, 210( JSC-SD1 )0345/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -OATS; 1
	 21007, 210C( JSC-SDI >0345/Xf3TAR/1234/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	 21007, 21C( JSC-SDI )0343/k$TAR/ 1234/PACK. -CORN; 1
	 21007, 210C( JSC-SD1 )0345/X-aTAR/ 1234/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1
	 21007,( JSC-SDI )0345/XSTAR/ 1234 /PACK. -ND; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 )0345/XSTAR/ 1234/PACK. NB; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146/XSTAR/STAT. -HAYCUT; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD 1 )G 146/ xSTAR /STAT. -GRASS; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI. )0146/XSTAR/STAT. -ALFALFA; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 >G146/XSTAR/STAT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 210J7, 210( JSC-SD1 >G146/XSTAR/STAT. -FLAX; 1
	 21007, V 00L( JSC-SD1 >G146/XSTAR/STAT. -OATS; 1
	 21OC7, 21004( JSC-SD1 >G146/XSTAR/STAT. -WHEAT; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD 1 )G 146/ XSTAR? /STAT. -CORN; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD 1 )G 146/ XNTAR / S T, AT. -RANGELAND; 1
	 21007, 2100( JSC-SD1 )0146/XSTAR/PRIOR.. -HAYCUT; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-Sn i )G 146/ XSTAR /PRIOR. -GRASS; i
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146/XSTAR/PRIOR. -ALFALFA; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD 1 >G 146/ XSTAR /PRIOR . -SUNFLOWERS; I
	 21007, 21( JSC-SD1 )Gl46/XisTA, R/PRIOR.
 -FLAX; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146/", 4TAR/ PRIOR . -OATS; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD 1 )G 146/ XSTAR /PRIOR. -WHEAT; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/ PRIOR . -CORI ,J; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/PRIOR. -RA,%,GELAND; 1
	 21007, 210( JSC-SDI )G146/XSTAR/PACK. -OTHER; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146/XNTAR/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )Gi46/XSTAR/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 21007, 210
( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/PACK. -HAYCUT; 1
	 21007, 21004
( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	
21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146/XSTAR/PACK. -OATS; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI >GI46/XST>R/PACK. -WHEAT; 1 : 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G 146/ XSTAR / PACK. -CORN; 1
	 21007, 21004
( JSC-SD1 )G146/):STAR/PACK. -ND; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC-'DI )G146/XSTAR/PACK. NB; 1
	
21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146 /Y STAR / PACK. -RANGELA ND; 1	 21007, 21(
( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/CAT. -HAYCUT; 1
	 21077, 21004( JSC-SD1 >G146/):STAR/CAT. -GRASS; 1
	
21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/CAT. -ALFALFA; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SDI )G146lX I-iTAR/CAT. -SUNFLO WERS; 1	 21007, 21C( JSC-SD1 >G146/XSTAR/CAT. -FLAX; 1
	 21007, 21004
r JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/CAT. -OATS; 1
	 21007, 21004
( JSC-SD1 >CtA4/XNTAR/CAT. -WHEAT; 1
	
21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 >G146/X-3TAR/CAT. -CORN; 1
	 21007, 21004( JSC-SD1 >G146/kcsTAR/CAT. -RANGELAND; 1






( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/3678/PACK. -ALFALFA; i 	 21007,
( .JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -HAYCUT; i
	 21007, 2
( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	 21007, 21
( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/3678/PACK. -CORN; 1
	
21007, 210( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	
71007, 210
( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	
21007, 21
( JSC-SCI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -OATS; 1
	
21007, 210
( JSC-SDI )0146/XciTAR/3678/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1 	 21007
( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -SUT:FLOWERS; 1	 2100
( JSC-SDI )0146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -NB; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/5678/PACK. NB; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC-SDI )G146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -OTHER, 1
	
21007, 21(
( JSC-SD1 >P;146/XfiTAR/1234/PACK. -SU^JFLOWERS; l 	 2100.( JSC-SDI )G146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -HAYCUT; 1 	 21007, 21
( JSC-SD1 )0146/XSTAR/12:34/PACK. -FLAX; 1 	 21007, 210(
( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1 	 21007, '.
( JSC-SD1 )G146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -GRASS; 1	 21007, 21(
( JSC-SDI )0146/):S'TAR/1234/PACK. -OATS; 1	 21007, 210(
( JSC-SD 1 `G 146/ XSTAR / 1234/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	
21007, 21(
( JSC-SD1 );146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -CORN; 1
	
21007, 2104
( JSC-SD1 > 1 `.146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1 	 21007,
( JSC-SD1 )146/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -ND; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC-SD1 >G146/Y.STAR/ 1234/PACK. ND; 1 : 21007, 21004
( JSC-SD 1 )BEADLE/ GESCR / 5678. NB /NOT-G 123; 1 	 21007,
( JSC-SD1 >G123/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -CTHER; 1
	
20998, 20'
( JSC-SD1 )G123/XSTAR/5678/PACK. - I-I AYCUT; 1	 20998, 21
( JSC-SDI )G123/XSTAF./5678/PACK. -OATS; 1	 20998, 209'
( JSC-SD1 )G123/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	
20998, 20'
( JSC-SDI )G123/X'ITAR/5678/PACK. -CORN; 1
	
20998, 209'
( JSC -SD1 )G123 /X ,: tTAR/5678/PACK. -SU^.FLOWERS; 1 	 2099( JSC-3D1 )G123/X'iTAR/5678/PACK. -FLAX; 1 	 20998, 209( JSC-SD1 >G123/X!iTAR/5678/PACK. -GRASS; 1	 20998, 20
( JSC -SDI )G123/XSTAR/5678/PACK. -AL.FALFA; 1	 20998,
( JSC-SDI >G123/)(STAR/5678/PACK. -RAC ICELAND; 1 	 20998( JSC-SD1 )G123/XSTAR/5678/PACK. - •ND; 1	 20998, 20999
( JSC-SD1 )G123/XSTAR/5678/PACK. N9; 1 : 20998, 20999
( JSC-SDI )SD-MT/:j678/EAST2. CAT/MULTI-WI^l; 1	 20998,
( JSC-SDI >SD-MT/;,678/EAST2. CORRECTED/MULTI-WI^J; 1
	 20998, 20999
( JSC--OD I )SD -MT /:,678/EAST2. MULTI -WIN; 1
	 20998, 20999
( CSC-SDI )SD-MT/'678/EASTI. CORRECTED/MULTI-W?i %J; 1
	 20998, 20999




( JSC-SD 1 >SD -MT / 1234 / EAST 1. CAT / i 1ULT I -bJ I J; 1
	 20998, 20499
(,JSC-SD1 >SD-MT/1234/EAST1. CORRECTED/MULTI-WItl; 1
	 20948, 20999
( JSC-SDI )5077/W'= ST. DESCR; 1
	 20998, 20990( JSC-5D 1 >SD-MT / :,678/ EAST2. M'JLT I -WIN; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC-SDI )SD -MT / :,678/EAST 1 . M'JLT T -WIN; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC -SD 1 )SL -MT / t 2 ^4 / EAST2. MULTI -WIN; I
	 20988, 20990





( JSC-SD 1 )BEADLE/ DESCR / 8678. rIOT-G368; 1	 20988,
( JSC-SD 1 )BEADLE/ DESCFt / 8678. NOT -G567; 1	 20988,
( JSC-SD1 )BEADLE/DESCR /5678. NOT-0345; 1	 20988,( JSC-SDI )BEADLE /DESCR /3678. NOT -G258; 1	 20988,
( JSC -SDI )BEADLE/DESCR /5678. NOI -G247; 1	 20988,
( JSC -SDI )BEADLE/DESCR/5678. NOT-G178; 1	 20988,( JSC -SDI )BEADLE/DESCk, 5678. NOT -4146; 1
	 20988,
(JSC-SD1 )BEADLE/DESCR /5678.NOT-G123;1	 20988,
( JSC-SD1 )CG19006. AGG/G567; 2 20980,	 20984( JSC -SD1 )CG19006. AGG/G368; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC -SD1 )CG19006. AGG/G3' i; 2 20980,	 20954
( JSC-SD1 )CG19006. AGG/x258; 2 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 )CG190r , 6. AGG/0247; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC -SD 1 )C G 19006. AGG / 0178; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG19GOh. AGG/G146; 2 20980,	 :0984( JSC °-SD 1 )C G 19006. AGC / G 123; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SDi )CG1900'). AGG/G567; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC -SD 1 )C G 1900'). AGG / G368; 2 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 )CG] 900 1. AGG/G345; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SDI )CG1900'j. AGG/G25B; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG1900'). AGG/G247; 2 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 )CG1900'.). AGG/G178; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG19C0%. AGG/G146; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG19C0'>. AGG/G123; 2 24980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 )CG1900- ► . AGG/G567; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG1900' ► . AGG/G368; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG1900 •). AGG/G343; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG19G0 ► . AGG/G25B; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CC;1900'► . AGG/G247; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG1900 ,;. AGG/G178; 2 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 >C(:1900-). AGG/G146; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )CG1'?GO, ► . AGG/G123; 2 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G363/WHEAT. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 )G368/W+iEAT. SGT; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G368/SUNFL0WERS. ESP; 1	 20930,	 20984
( JSC-SDI )G369/S IJRFLOWERS. SGT: 1	 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1) 368/0ATS. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G368/OATS. SGT; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G368/HAYCUT. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984( JSC-SD1 )G369/H:>YCUT. SGT; 1 20980,	 220984
( JSC-SD1 )G368/GRASS. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SDI )0368/ GRASS- q('-T; I 20460,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G368/Fl AX. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G368/Fl AX. SGT; 1 20930,	 20954
( JSC-SD1 )G368'A ► FALFA. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984( JbC-SD1 )G368/Al FALFA. SGT; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G178/WHEAT. ESP; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/WHEAT. SGT, 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC-SDI )G178 /SIJNFLCWERS. ESP; 1	 20930,	 =0984
( JSC-SD1 )G178; SUt,FLOWERS. SGT; 1	 20c/80,	 20984











OF POOR QU ALITY
( JSC-SD1 )G178/RANGELAND. SGT; 1
	 20980, 20984( JSC-SD1 )G178/OATS. ESP, i
	 20980, 20984
( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/OATS. SGT; 1
	 20980, 20984( JSC-SD1 )G178/HAYCUT. ESP; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G178/HAYCUT. SGT; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC-SD1 )G178/GRASS. ESP; 1
	 20980, 20984( JSC-SDI )G178/GFI ASS. SGT; 1
	 :0980, 20984
( JSC-SA1 )G178/Fl.AX. ESP; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/Fi .AX. SGT; 1
	 20980, 20984( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/CORN. ESP; 1
	 20930, 20984
( JSC-SD1 >G178/CliRN. SGT; 1
	 20930, 20984
( JSC-SD1 >G178/A ► .FALFA. ESP; 1
	 20980, 20984( JSC-SDI >G178/A l .FAL FA. SGT; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC-SD1 )SET36'3. ; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD 1 )SET 178. ; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC -SD 1 )SD-MT/F AST2. MULTI -WIN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC -SD 1 )SD-MT / F. AST 1. MULT I -WIN; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G567/W*l-(EAT. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G567/WHHEAT. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G567/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; t
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G567/SUNFLOWERS. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G567/R ",NGELAND. ESP; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G567/RANGELAND. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G567/OATS. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G567/OATS. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G567/HAYCUT. ESP; l
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SDI >G567/HAYCUT. SGT; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC - 3D1
 )G567/GN.AS3. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G567/GRASS. SG "; i	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )G567/Ft.AX. SG
 A	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 >G567/CfJRN. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G567/At.FALFA. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >Gt67/Ai.FALFA. SGT; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G567/Al.FALFA. SGT; 2
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G5567/ALFALFA. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G368/T.'1DLE. ND/CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G369/Sl AT. CLASSY/RERU^^; 1
	 20972, 20979
t JSC-SDI )G368 /3TAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 2 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI >G368/STAT. -HAYCUT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G368/Sl AT. -GRASS; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD 1 )G368/ST AT. -OATS; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G368/STAT. -FLAX; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G36P/S1 AT. -WHEAT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G369/Sl AT. -BORN; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G368,'STAT. -RANGELAND; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/Sl AT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 : 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/Sl AT. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/R:"'^ELAND. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G368/Rr.,lGGLAND. SGT; 1 	 2G972, 20979
JSC-SD1>G368/PHIGR.-WHEAT; 1 	 20972, 20979






( JSC-SDI )G368/PkIOR. -GRASS] 1 	 201?72, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/PRIOR. -OATS; i 	 20972, 20979
JSC-SDI )G368/PRIOR. -FLAX; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368 /PRIOR. -CORN; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368 / PRIOR. -RANGELAND; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G368 /PRIOR. -SUNFLOWERS; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI >G368 /PHIOR. -ALFALFA; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/PACK. -OTHER; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/PACK. -HAYCUT; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/PACK. -GRASS; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/PACK. -OATS; 1
	
X0972, 20979
( JSC-SDI ) f' 368/PACK. -FLAX; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >t-368/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( jSC-SD 1 )G368/PACK. -CORN; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368 /PACK. -RANGELAND; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368 /PACK. -SUPIFLOWERS; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368 /PACK. -ND; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/PACK. ND; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/PACK. ; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI >G368/ ISTAT. GLASSY/RERUN!/PRIOR; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G369/ISTAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/CORN. SGT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/CLUSTER. -ALFALFA; 2 	 20972, 20979
(JSC-SJ1)G368/CAT.ND/CLASSY/RERUN!/PRIOR.;1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/CAT. -HAYCUT; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/CAT. -GRASS; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SD1 >G368/CAT. -OATS; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G368/CAT. -FLAX; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD 1 )G368/CAT. -WHEAT; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SDI )G368/CAT. -CORN; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SDI )G368/CAT. °RANGELAND; 1	 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G368/C^%T. -SUNFLOWERS; 1	 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD 1 )G'368/CA i . -ALFALFA; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SDI )G345/'WHEAT. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SDI )G345/W,'-tEAT. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SD1 )G345/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1	 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G345/SUNFLOWERS. SGT; 1	 20972,	 20979( JSC-SD1 )G345/RANGELAND. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G345/P.AP:GELAND. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SD1 )G345/OATS. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SDI >G345/OATS. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SDI )G345/HAYCUT. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G345/HAYCUT. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SD1 )G345/GhtASS. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( .;SC-SD1 >G345/GRASS. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G345/F AX. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC-SDI >G345/FLAX. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G345/CljRN. ESP; 1 	 20972, 20979




( JSC-SDI )G345/AI .FALFA. SGT; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/TABLE. NB/CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/STAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972: 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/Sl AT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/Sl AT. GRASS; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/STAT. HAYCUT; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/Sl AT. OATS; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/STAT. FLAX; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/Sl AT. WHEAT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G178/STAT. CORN; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/S I AT. RANGELAND; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78/Sl AT. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )G178/PRIOR. -SUPJFLOWERS; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/PkI0R. GRASS; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/Phi I OR. HAYCUT; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/Pk IOR. OATS; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78/PkIG,9. FLAX; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78/PRIOR. WHEAT; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/PkIOR. CORN; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 >G178/PH IOR. RAPJGELAND; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78/PRIOR. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20972, 20979
< JSC-SD1 )GI78 /PACK. - OTHER; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78 /PACK. -SUNFLOWcRS; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78 /PACK. -GRASS; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC -SD1 )GI78 /PACK. -HAYCUT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178 /PACK. -FLAX; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI >G178 /P:NCK. -OATS; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78 /PACK. - WHEAT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC -SD1 )GI78 /PACK. -CORN; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC -SD1 )GI78 /PACK. - RAPJGELAND: 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI >G178 /Pr1CK. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC -SDI )GI78 /P;)CK. -NB; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC -SDI >G178 /P:NCK. ND; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )G17B /PACK.; 2
	
20972, 20979
(JSC-SD1)G178/ISTAT.CLASSY /RERUN /PRIOR ;1 	20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178/ I STAT. CLASSY/RER I N; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78 /CAT. ND /CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78 /CAT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD 1 )G 178 /C:>T. GRASS; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78/C:)T. HAYCUT; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78 /CAT.
 OATS; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC -SD1 ,\GI78 /CAT.
 FLAX; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78 /CAT.
 WHEAT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )GI78 /CAT. CORN; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC -SD1 )GI78/CAT. RANGELAND; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SD1 )GI78/CAT. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC -SD 1 )CCRN. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC -SDI )G567 /Tr1DLE. PJD /CLASSY/RERUN /PRIOR; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC-SDI )G567/SI AT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC -SDI )G567 /CLASSIFY. BOUT; 1
	
20972, 20979






( JSC-SD1 )G567/CAT. ND/CLASSY/RERUPI/PRIOR; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G567/Sl AT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; i	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/Sl AT. -CORN/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/Sl AT. -GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G567/Sl AT. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G567/Sl AT. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/ RERUN; i
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )&'567/STAT. -FLAAX/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G567/Sl AT. -ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979




( JSC-SD1 )G567/PN IOR. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
(JSC-SDI )G567/PRIOR.-CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;1 : 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/PRIOR. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
(JSC -SD1 )G567/PkIOR.-GRASS /CLASSY/RERUN;I 	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI)G567/PRIOR.-HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN;1
	 20972, 20979








( JSC-SDI )G567/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G567/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567 /PACK. -CORN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567 /PACK. -OATS; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD: )G567 /PACK. -HAYCUT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDi )G567 /PACK. -FLAX; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G567 /PACK. -ALFALFA; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1
	 20972, 20979




( JSC-SD1 )G567/ISTAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567 /CAT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/CAT. -CORM/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 >G567/CAT. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979




( JSC-SD1 )G567/CAT. -FLAX/CLASS`!/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI >G567/CAT. -ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUTJ; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G567/Cf,T. -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979




( JSC-SD1 >G345/PACK. N13; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G345/ IfiTAT. CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SDI )G345/CAT. CLASSY/RERUN/PIB/CLASSFIED; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC-SD1 )G345/STAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 )G345/STAT. -".BASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SDi >G345/Sl AT. -ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; i
	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 >G345/STAT. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SDI >G345/STAT. -FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969





( JSC-SDI )G345/SI AT. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN] 1 	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SD1)G345/SIAT.-SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN;i	 20972, 20969





(JSC-SDI >G345 /PRIOR. -ALFALFA /CLASSY /RERUN;!	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SDI>G345 /PRIOR .-HAYCUT/CLASSY/ RERUN ; 1	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SD1>G345/PRIOR.-FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN;1
	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SDI>G345/PRIOR. -WHEAT /CLASSY/RERUN ; i	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SDI )G345 /PRIOR.-OATS /CLASSY/RERUN ; 1	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 )G345/Pk ICR. -SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERU^J; 1
	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SDI)G345/PRIOR.-CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;1 	 20972, 20969
< JSC-SD1 >G345/PRIOR. -RAN%'T'ELAAJD / CLASSY /RERUN; 1	 20972, 20969
<JSC-SD1>G345/PACK.;!
	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 )G345/PACK. -OTHER; 1
	 20972, 20969
< JSC-SD i >G345/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC-SD1 )G345/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 )G345/PACK. -FLAX; 1 : 20972, 20969
< JSC-SD1 >G345/r,)CK. -HAYCUT; i
	
20972, 20969( JSC-SD1 )G345/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1 : 20972, 20969
< JSC-SDI >G345/PACK. -OATS; 1
	
20972, 20969( JSC-SD1 )G345/PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC-SD1 )G345/PACK. -CORN; 1
	 20972, 20969
< JSC-SD1 >G345/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1
	
20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 )G34S/ISTAT. CLASSY/RERUv; 1 	 20972, 20969
< JSC-SD1 >G345/CAT. -GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20969( JSC-SDI )G345/CAT. -ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERU^4; 1 	 20972, 20969
(JSC-SD1>G345/CAT.-HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN;1 	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 >G345/CAT. -FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20969( JSC-SD1 )G345/CAT. -VJHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20969
< JSC-SD1 )G345/CAT. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20969( JSC-SD1 >G345/CAT. -SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20969
< JSC-SDI )G345/CAT. -CORN/CLASSY/RERUN; I
	
20972, 20969
( JSC-SDI )G345/CAT. -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20969
( JSC-SD1 )G567. TABLE; 1
	 20959, 20960( JSC-SD1 )G567. CAT; 1	 20959, 20960
< JSC-SD1 >G258. 1 ABLE; 1
	
20959, 20960( JSC-SDi )G258. CAT; 1 	 20959, 20960( JSC-SD1 >G200/PACK. -oJB; 1
	
20959, 20960( JSC-SD1 )G146/P.NCK. -NB; 1
	
20959, 20960( JSC-SD1 >G146/PACK. NB; 1 : 20959, 20960
( JSC -SD 1 )7. 1415. T;1BLC; 1
	
2%957, 2017,'O
( JSC - JLf 1 )G 146. CAT/CLAZS'r ,'P^ ; OR, 1 	 20- 5S,209"-
( JSC-SD 1 >G 123. TABLE; 1	 20959, 20960
( JSC-SDI >G567/PACK. -NB; 1
	
20959, 20960
( JSC-SD1 >G567/PACK. NB; 1
	
20959, 20960
( JSC-SD1 >G258/PACK. -NB; 1
	
20959, 20960
( JSC-SD1 >G258/P ACK. NB; 1	 20959, 20960
( JSC-SD1 >G123/PACK. -NB; 1
	




( JSC-SDi )G123. CAT/PRIOR; 1	 20939, 20960
( JSC -SDI )DESCR/PACKED. NOT/BACKGROUND; 1	 20925, 20928(JSC-SD1)SD/SPINK/PACK.-NB;1	 20918, 20919
( JSC-SDI )SD/SPINK/PACK. NB; 1 	 20918, 20919
( JSC-SD1 )SD/KINOSBURY/PACK. -NB; 1 	 20918, 20919
< JSC -S^ i )SD!R INf-'*SBURY/PACK. ND; 1	 209 :8, 20;19
< JSC- SDI )SD/HAM5 . IN/PAC:K. -ND; 1	 20L718, 20911-
< JSC-f;"1 LSD/HAM-.IN/PACK. NB; 1 	 20918, 201;19
( JSC -SD1 )SD/COD tNGTON/PACK. -NB;
( JSC-SD1 )SD /CODINGTGi4 /PACK.
 NB; 1
( JSC -SDI )SD/CLARK/PACK. -NB; 1( JSC -SDI )SD/CLANK/PACK. ND; 1
( JSC-SDI )SD/BEADLE/PACK. -NB; 1










:JSC-SD2>KIM6SBURY. SEGMEMrt-LIST/MGY -612311 ' archived on tapes. 2030 ;
and	 21051
<JSC-SD2>HPALIM.%6 i6123i1 archived on tapes 21030 and 21051
<\JSC-JD2>BERDLE.A66/G567i1 archived on tares 21030 and 21051
..JSC-SD2>BEADLE.A66i6368i1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC-SD2>BERDLE.A66i6345i1 archived on tapes 21030 and 21051
<;JSC-SD2>BEADLE.A66 i6258i1 archived on tapes 21050 and 21051
:JSC-:.D2> BEADLE. A66i62471I archived on tapes 21050 and 21031
, JSC-SD2>BEADLE.A66i617811 archived on tapes 21030 and 21031
<-jSC-SD2>BEADLE.A66i6146i1 archived on tares 21050 and 21031
JSC-SD2:,BERDLE.A66 i6123i1 archived on tapes 21050 and 21031
<JSC-SD2> 6123/XXSTRP/ISTRT. -35-6PS/PRICR11 archived on tapes 21050
-and 21051
<JSC-SD2>S0IL4.MGG/G200;2 archived on tapes 21050 and
( JSC-SD2 )G123 /ATCOR / ISTAT. -38-GPS /PRIOR; 1 archived on t,
(JSC-SD2>G123/ATCOR/ISTAT.-38-GPS;1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )HAMLIN. SEGMENT -LIST /NOT-G123; 1 archived on tap,
(JSC-SD2)CODINGTON . SEGMENT-LIST /NOT-G123;1 archived on
(JSC-SD2)CLARK.-JEGMENT-LIST/NOT-G123;1 archived on tape
(JSC-SD2 )SPINK."JEG,MENT-LIST /NOT-G123; 1 archived on tape
( JSC-SD2 )G123/XXSTAR/ISTAT. -35-GPS; 1 archived on tapes
<JSC-S02 > BEADLL.AGG /G200; 1 archived on tapes 21031 an
( JSC-SD2 )G123/ATCOR/STAT. -45-GPS; 1 archived on tapes 2
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE./SEGMENT-LIST. NOT-G123; 1 archived on tap
(JSC-SD2)G200/I^TAT.64-GPS/CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR;2 archive
(JSC-SD2 >G20U /Cc3T.64 -GPS/NB / CLASSY /RERUN /PRIOR; 1 archiv
( JSC-SD2 )SOIL4. *NGG/G200; 1 archived on tapes 21014 and
l JSC-SD2 >HAMLIN. AGG/G200; 1 archived on tapes 21014 an( JSC-SD2 )HAMLIN / XXSTAR / TABLS. NB/NOT-G123 /CORR; 1 archive
l JSC-SD2 >HAMLIN/XXSTAR/PACK. NB/NOT
-G123-/CORR; 1 archived(JSC-SD2>HAMLIPJ/XXSTAR/CAT.NB/NOT-G123/CORR; 1 archived( JSC-SD2 )G123/X)CSTAR / TABLE. NB; 1 archived on tapes 2101
(JSC-SD2 )G123 / XXSTAR /ESP.-GRASS /CORR ; l archived on tape
( JSC-SD2 )G123/XX..STAR/ESP. -ALFALFA; 1 archived on tapes
(JSC-SD2 )G123 / XXSTAR /ESP.-FLAX/CORK ; l archived on tapes
<JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/ESP.-SUNFLOWERS/CORR;1 archived on
(JSC-SD2 >G123 / XXSTAR/ESP. -HAYCUT /CORR ; l archived on tap
(JSC-SD2>G123/XXSTAR/ESP.-OATS/CORR;i archived on tapes
<JSC-SD2>G123/XXSTAR/ESP.-WHEAT/CORR;l archived on tape
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/ESP.-CORN/CORR;l archived on tapes
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/ESP.-RANGELAND/CORR;1 archived on
( JSC-SD2 ) G123 / XXSTAR /CAT. NB; 1 archived on tapes 21014
(JSC-SD2)G123/ATCOR/TABLE.NB;1 archived on tapes 21014
(JSC-SD2 >G123 / ATCOR/CAT.NB ; l archived on tapes 21014
( JSC-SD2 > G123 / 5'78/PACK. NB /MULTI - - WIN; 1 archived on tape
(JSC-SD2)G123/5G78/PACK.NB;1 archived on tapes 21014
( JSC-SD2 > G123 / 1234 / PACT(. NB /MULTI-WIN; 1 archived on taps
( JSC-SD2 )G123/1234/PACK. NB; 1 archived on tapes 21014( JSC-SD2 > CODI.vGTCN/XXSTAR / TABLE. N3 / NOT-G123 /CORR; 1 arch
( JSC-SD2 >CODINGTCN/XXSTAR/PACT(. N3/NOT-G123/CORR; 1 arch i
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(JSC-SD2)CLARK/XXSTAR/TABLE.NB/ROT-G123/CORR;1 archives
( JSC-SD2 )CLARK/XXSTEiR/PACK. NB/NOT-0123/CORR; 1 archived
< JSC-SD2 )CLARK/XXSTAR/CAT. ND/N--,: - f-'I' l^ l/CORR; 1 archived c
<JSC-SD2)BEADLE/XXSTAR/TABLE.NB/NOT-6123/CORR;i archive
( JSC-SD2 >BEAOLE/XXSTAR/PACK. NB/NOT- G123,'CORR; 1 archived
(JSC-SD2)BEADLE/XXSTAR/CAT.NB/NOT-G123/CORR;1 archived
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE/NOT-0123/ATCOR. NB /MULTI-WIN; 1 archived
<JSC-SD2>BEADLE/NOT-0123/5678/PACK.NB/MULTI-WIN;1 archi
(JSC-SD2)BEADLE/NOT-6123/5678/PACK.NB;1 archived on tap
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE /NOT-G123/1234 /PACT(/ATCOR. N3; 1 archived( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE/NOT-6123/1234/PACs(. NB/MULTI-WIN; 1 arch i
< JSC-SD2 )BEADLE/NOT-0123/1;'34/PACK. NB; 1 archived on tap
(JSC-SD2)BEADLE/ATCOR/NOT-G123/5678.NB/MULTI-WIN;1 arch
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE/<,TCOR/NOT-6123/1234. NB/MULTI-WIN; 1 arch
(JSC-SD2)RAW.HAIP.LIN/NB/NOT-6123/CORR;1 archived on tape
(JSC-SD2)RAW.CObINGTON/ND/NOT-G123/CORR;1 archived on t
( JSC-SD2 )RAW. CLARIt/NB/NOT-G123/CORR; 1 archived on tapes 21007 a-.
(JSC-SD2)RAW.SPINK/NB/NOT-G123/5678/000R;l archived on tapes 210(
(JSC-SD2>RAW.SPINIK/NB/NOT-6123/1234/CORE:; 1 archived on tapes 210(
(JSC-SD2>RAW.KIh1GSBURY/NB/NOT-G123/5678/CORR;l archived on tapes
(JSC-SD2)RAW.KINGSBURY/NB/JOT-G123/1234/CORR;1 archived on tapes
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/STAT.-37-GPS;l archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2)G123/XxSTAR/STAT.-CORN;l archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/STAT.-GRASS;1 archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/STAT.-ALFALFA;l archived on tapes 21007 and
( JSC-7)D2 )G123/XXSTAR/STAT. -FLAX; 1 archived on tapes 21007 and e
( JSC-SD2 )G123/XXSTAR/STAT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 archived on tapes 21007
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/STAT.-HAYCUT;1 archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2>G123/XXSTAR/STAT.-OATS;1 archived on tapes 21007 and 2
(JSC-SD2)G123/X)CSTAR/STAT.-WHEAT;1. archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2>G123/XXSTAR/STAT.-RANGELAND;l archived on *apes 21007 a
<JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-OTHER;1 archived on tapes 21007 and
<JSC-SD2>G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-GRASS;1 archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-ALFFALFA;l archived on tapes 21007 an
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-FLAX;l archived on tapes 21007 and 2
( JSC-SD2 )G123/XxSTAR/PACK. -SUPIFLOWERS; 1 archived on tapes 21007
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-HAYCUT;1 archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2)G123/X)r STAR/PAC«.-OATS;1 archived on tapes 21007 and 2
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-WHEAT;l archived on tapes 21007 and
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-CORN;l archived on tapes 21007 and 2
<JSC-SD2>G123/XXSTAR/PACK.-RANGELAND;1 archived on tapes 21007 a
( JSC-SD2 )G123/XxSTAR/PACK. -PJB; 1 archived on tapes 21007 and 21C
(JSC-SD2)G123/XXSTAR/PACK.NB;1 archived on tapes 21007 and 210C
( JSC-SD2)SPINKo. AGG/G200; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
< JSC-SD2 >SP INKS. AGG/G567; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )SPINKS. AGG/G368; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )SP INK$. AGG/G345; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
(JSC-SD2>SPINKS.AGG/G258; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
(JSC-SD2)SPINKS.AGG/G247; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
(JSC-SD2)SPINMi.AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes 203998 and 20999
<JSC-SD2>SPINKS.AGG/G146; 1 archived on tapes 20 098 and 20999
A-12
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( JSC-SD2 )SP INKS. AGO/0123; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC -SD2 )KINGSBURY. AGG/0200; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )KINGSBURY. AGO/0367; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )KINOSBURY. AGG /G368; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )KINGSBURY. AGG/G343; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2)KINGSBUF(Y. A0G/G258; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-$D2 )KINGSBURY. AGG/0247; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )KINGSBURY. AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )KINGSBURY. AGG/0146; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC -SD2 )KINGSBURY. AGG/0123; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC -SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/G368; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC -SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/G567; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
(JSC-SD2>HAMLIN.AGG/G345; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC -SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/G258; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/0247; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC -SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC
-SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/G146; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )HAMLIN. AGG/G123; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )CODINGl0N. AGG/G200; 1 archived on tapes 20998 and 20999
( JSC-SD2 )CODINGl0N. AGG/G567; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC -SD2 )CODINi GI ON. AGG/G368; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC -SA2 >CODINGI ON. AGG/G343; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )CODIN%I ON. AGG/G258; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )CODINGI ON. AGG/G247; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC -SD2 )CODINGION. AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )CODING", ON. AGG/G146; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )CODIMGION. AGG/G123; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC -SD2 >CLARK. ;AGG/G200; 1 archived on tapes 20
( JSC -SD2 )CLARK. A6G/G567; 1 archived on tapes 20
( JSC-SD2 )CLARK..'1GG/G368; 1 archived on tapes 20
( JSC -SD2 )CLARK. AGG/G345; 1 archived an tapes 2C
( JSC-SD2 )CLARK. AGG/G258; 1 archived on tapes 2C
( JSC -SD2 )CLARK. AGG/G247; 1 archived on tapes 2C
( JSC-SD2 )CLARK. ,AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes 2C
( JSC-SD2 )CLARK. AGG/G146; 1 archived on tapes 2C
( JSC-5D2 )CLARK. AEG/G123; 1 archived on tapes 2C
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE. AGG/G567; 1 archived on tapes
< JSC-SD2 >BEADLE. AGG/G'368; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE. AGG/G345; 1 archived on tapes
< JSC -SD2 )BEADLE. AGG/G238; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE. AGG/G247; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC -SD2 >DEADLE. AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )BEA1)Lt. AGG/G146; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE. AGG/G123; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )BEADLE. AGG/G200; 1 archived on tapes 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL7100h. AGG; 2 archived on tapes 20998
( JSC-SD2 )IL7100'.,. AGG; 2 archived on tapes 20998
( JSC -SD2 )IL7100h. AGG; 2 archived on tapes 20998
( JSC-SD2 )IL7100:i. AGG; 2 archived on tapes 20998
( JSC-SD2 )IL7100:j. AGG; 2 archived on tapes 20998





( JSC-SD2)IL7100(). AGGi 2 ar0( JSC-SD2 )IL19S0:j. AGG/G567; 2
( JSC--SD2 )IL19SO:i. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950:3. AGG/G343; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950:3. AGG/G2S8; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950: i. AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950 : 1. AGG/G200; 2( JSC-SD2 )IL19S0:'i. AGG/G178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950:3. AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2) I L 1950:*J. AGG/G 123; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19501. AGG/GS67; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950P. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950J. AGG/G34S; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19S0^j. AGG/G258; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19502. AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1950%^. AGG/G200; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1950a. AGG/G178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950V. AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2)IL1950 %j. AGG/G123; 2(JSC-SD2 )IL1950A . AGG/GS67; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL19Z)U1. AOG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19501. AGG/G345; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19z501. AGG/G258; 2( JSC-SD2 )IL19^01. AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19501. AGG/G200; 2
( JSC -SD2) I L 19 -401. AGG /G 178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19t^01. AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2) I L 1901. AGG/G 123; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL19:00. AGG/G367; 2
( JSC-SD2) I L 19^OO. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC -SD2 ) I L 1900. AGG /G343; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19-.00. AGG/G238; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19^OO. AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2) I L 19;;00. AGG/G200; 2
( JSC-SD2) I L 1950(). AGG /G 178; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1950U. AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1950'). AGG/G123; 2( JSC-SD2 >IL19GOh. AGG/G367; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900h. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900h. AGG/G343; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900h. AGG/G258; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19G0h. AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900h. AGG/G178; 2
( JSC-SD2) I L 19GOh. AGG/G 146; 2
( JSC -SD2) I L 19COh. AGG / G 123; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900:). AGG/G367; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900:7. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1900'j. AGG/G34S; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19C0:'J. AGG/G238; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1900'). AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19G0:). A',G/G178; 2
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( JSC-SD2 )IL19O05. A00/0146; 2( JSC-SD2 )IL19O0:). A00/0123; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19004. AGG/0367; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19004. AGG/0368; 2( JSC-SD2 )IL19O04. A00/0345; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19O01. AO0/G258; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19O01. A0G /0247; 2( JSC-SD2 )IL19004. A00/8178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19001. AGG/0146; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19004. AGG /0123; 2( JSC -SD2 )IL19003. AGG/G567; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900:s. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL190U3. AGG/G345; 2( JSC-SD2 >IL19003. AGG/G258; 2
( JSC -SD2 )IL19003. AGG /0247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19003. AGG/G178; 2( JSC -SD2 )IL19003. AGG/G146; 2
( JSC -SD2 > I L 19003. ACG / 0123; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19002. AGG/G367; 2( JSC -SD2 > I L 19002. AGG / G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19002. AGG/0345; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL19002. AGG/G238; 2( JSC-SD2 )!.-19042. AGG /G247; 2
( JSC -SD2 > I L 19002. AGG / G 178; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL19002. AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19UO2. AGG/G123; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19001. ACG/Gt67; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL19CUt . AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1900t . AGG/G345; 2
( JSC-SD2 >IL1900t . AGG/G238; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19G01 . AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19001 . AGG/G178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900t . AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19001. AGG/G123; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19C0(). AGG/G367; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19C0(). AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900(). AGG/G343; 2( JSC-SD2 )IL19C0(). AGG/G238; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900r). AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 ) I L 19000. AGG/ G 178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL1900:). AGG/G146; 2
( JSC-SD2 )IL19GG;). AGG/G123; 2
(JSC-SD2)C195.PtF; 1 archiv
( JSC-SD2 )CG19C0:i. AGG/G567; 2
( JSC-SD2 )CG19GO7i. AGG/G368; 2
( JSC-SD2 )CG1900:i. AGG/G345; 2( JSC-SD2 )CG19C0:J. AGG/G238; 2
( JSC-SD2 )CG19COS. AGG/G247; 2
( JSC-SD2 )CG1900:l. AGG/G178; 2
( JSC-SD2 )CG1900:1. AGG/G146; 2










































































































( JSC-SD2 )Y. ; 1 archived on tapes 20980 and 20984
(JSC-SD2)SET20O.;1 archived on tapes 20980 and 204
( JSC-SD2 )OATS. EfiP; 1 archived on tapes 20980 and 24
( JSC-SD2 )ND. ESF; 1 archived on tapes 20980 4nd 2041
( JSC-SD2 )0200/WHEAT, ESP. 2 d;rch ived on tapes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )0200/WHEAT. SOT; 3 archived on *apes 20980 .
( JSC-SD2 )0200/TABLE. REMAP/NB/!:LASSY/RERU.4/PRIOR; 1 are( JSC-SD2 )0200/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 2 e-rch ived on tapes 204
( JSC-SD2 )0200/SUNFLOWERS SGT; 2 archived on tapes 2011
( JSC-SD2 >G200/RANGELAND. SGT; 1 archived on tapes 209E
(JSC-SD2)0200/HAYCUT.ESP;2 archived on tapes 20980
JSC-SD2)0200/HIYCUT.S0T;2 archived on tapes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )0200/GRASS. ESP; 2 archived on tapes 20980 a
( JSC-SD2 )0200/GRASS. SGT; 2 archived on tapes 20980 a
( JSC-SD2 )0200/FLAX. ESP; 2 archived on tapes 20980 ar
( JSC-SD2 )G200/FLAX. SGT; 2 erch ived on tapes 20980 an
( JSC-SD2 )0200/CIJRN. ESP; 1 archived or, tapes 20980 an
(J5C-SD2)G200/CI;RN.SGT; 1 archived on tapes 20980 an
( JSC-SD2 )G200/AL FALFA. ESP; 2 archived on tapes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )G200/AL FALFA. SGT; 2 archived on tapes 20980
(JSC — SD2 )FTP.?YrESCRIPT; 1 archived on tapes 20980 a
(JSC—SD2>CG1900*,:^.AGG/G567;1 archived on tapes 20980
( JSC —SD2 >CG19COP.
 AGG/G368; 1 arc h ived on tapes 20980
(JSC—SD2)CG19C01.AGG/G345;1 archived on tapes 20980
( JSC — SD2 )CG19C0';l . AQG/G238; 1 archived on t y pes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )CG19002. AGG/G247; 1 archived cn tapes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )CG19COW. AGG/G200; 1 'archived on tapes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )CG19M$ . AGG/G178; 1 archived on tapes 20980
( JSC-SD2 )CG19001. AGG/G146; 1 archived
( JSC-SD2 >CG1S00a. AGG/G123; 1 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19COt. AGG/G567; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19C0l . AGG/G368; 2 archived
( JSC —SD2 )CG19C0! . AGG/G34S; 2 archived
( JSC —SD2 )CG19C0t. AGG/G238; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CGlYCUt. AGG/G247; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CQ19QOt. AGG/G200; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19COt. AGG/G178; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19COt. AQG/G146; 2 archived
( JSC —SD2 )CG19COt . AQG/G123; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19C0(). AQG/G567; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG1900(.). AGG/G368; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG1900';. AGG/G345; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19C0' w . AGG/G2S8; 2 archived
( JSC —SD2 )CG19C0';. AGG/G247; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19000. AGG/G200; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG19C0';. AGG/G178; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )CG1900(). AGG/G146; 2 archived
( JSC —SD2 )CG19000. AGG/G123; 2 archived
( JSC — SD2 )9001. A( .:G/0123; 1 archived on


























(JSC-SD2)SET20O.;1	 archived on tapes	 20972	 and	 20
( JSC-SDZ )RENUPIBI-^.R. TYPESCRIPT; 1
	
archived	 on	 tapes	 20(JSC-SD2 )G258/WHEAT. ESP; 1
	 archived on tapes	 20972
( JSC-SD2 )0258/WHEAT. SGT; 1
	 archived on tapes	 20972
(JSC-SD2 )0258/TABLE.CLASSY /RERUN /NB/PRIOR ; 1	 archived
(JSC-SD2)G258/SUNFL0WERS.SGTil
	 archived on tapes	 2C
( JSC-SD2 )0238/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1
	
archived on tapes	 2C
( JSC-SD2 )G258 /RANGELAND. ESP; 1
	
archived on tapes	 201





( JSC-SD2 )0258/OATS. ESP; 1 	 archived on tapes	 2097:







archived on tapes	 20972
( JSC-SD2 )0258/HINYCUT. SGT; 1
	
archived am tapes	 20972
( JSC-SD2 )G25td/GRASS. ESP; 1	 archived on tapes	 20972
( JSC-SD2 )G258/GRASS. SGT; 1
	
archived on tapes	 20972
(JSC-SD2)0258/FI AX.ESP; 1	 archived on tapes	 20972





( JSC-SD2 )0238/Ci;RN. ESP; 1 	 archived	 on tapes	 20972
( JSC-SD2>G258/CliRN. SGT; 1 	 archived	 on tapes	 20972
(JSC-SD2>G258/A} FALFA.ESP; 1
	




	 on tapes	 2097;
( JSC-SD2 >G247/ItiTAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
archived on tape-
(JSC-SD2)G200/TABLE.CLASSY/RERUN /PRIOR;1 	 archived oc
( JSC-SD2 )G200 / T!1BLE. NB/CLASSY / RERUN/PRIOR; 1	 arch ivei
(JSC —SD2 )G200/S 1AT.CLASSY/RERUN;1	 archived on tapes
(JSC —SD2)G200/S1AT. —HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN;1	 archived c
( JSC —SD2 )G200/Sl AT. — ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
archived
( JSC -SD2 )G2OO/S1 AT. — FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 archived on
( JSC — SD2 )G200/S f AT. — OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
archived on
( JSC — SD2 )0200/ Sl AT. — GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 archived or
( JSC — SD2 )G200/SLAT. — SUNFLOWCRS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 arch i%
( JSC — SD2 )G200,'Sl AT. — RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 archive
(JSC —SD2)G200/S1AT.-•WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN;1
	 archived on	 tapes 20972
(JSC—SD2)G200/31AT. —CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;1	 archived on tapes 20972
	 ;
( JSC — SD2 )0200/RcMAP — CAT. NB; 1
	
archived on tapes
	 20972	 an a 20979





archived on tapes 2097,
(JSC —SD2)G200/PRIOR. —ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN;1
	 archived on tapes 209'
(JSC —SD2>G200/PRIOR. —FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN;1	 archived on tapes 20972
( JSC — SD2 >G200 / PR IO .q . — OATS / CLASSY / RERUN; 1	 archived	 on tapes 20972
(JSC —SD2)G200/PRIOR. —GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN;1	 archived on tapes 20972
(JSC-SD2)G200/PKICR.-SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN;1
	 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )6200/PRIOR. -RAPIGELAPID/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
archived
	 on tapes 2,
(JSC — SD2)G200/PRIOR. —WHEAT/CLASSY!RERUV;1	 archived	 on tapes 20972
( JSC — SD2 )G200/P'1IOR. — CORN/CLASSY /RERUN; 1	 archived	 on tapes 20972
( JSC — SD:. ` G2C0 /PACK. — HAYCUT; 1	 archived on topes	 20972	 and 20979
( JSC — SDZ ^G200/P;1CK. — ALFALFA; 1	 archived	 on	 tapes	 20972	 and 20979
( JSC — SD2 )G200/P!1CI(. ALFALFA—AND — HAYCUT; 1	 archived	 on tapes 20972
(JSC — SD2)G200/Pt.CK.—OTHER; 1
	





on tapes	 20972	 and 20979




(J8C-SD2 )0200/PACK. -GRAS£'; 1 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
( JSC-8D2 )220U/HACK. -FLAX; 1 archived on tares 20972 and 20979
(JSC-SDq )C200/PACK.-OATS;1 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
(JSC-SD2)0200/PACK.-WHEAT;l archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
(JSC-SD2)0200/PACK.-CORN;1 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
( JSC-SD2 )G;200/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1 archived on tapes 20972 and 209
(JSC-SD2)0200/PACK.-NB;2 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
( JSC-SD2 )0200/PACK. 14B; 2 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
( JSC-SD2 )G200/PACK. BOUT; 1 archived on tapes 20972 and 20T79
(JaC-SD2 )0200/PACK. BOUT; 2 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
(JSC-SD2)0700/PACK.;1 archived on tapes 20972 and 20979
(JSC-SD2)0200/IHTAT.CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR;1 archived on tapes 20972
(JSC-SD2)0200/I ,iTAT.CLASSY/RERUN;1 archiv.-44 on tapes 20972 and
( JSC-SD2 )0200/CAT. NB/CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1 archived c;i tapes 20972
(JSC-SD2)G200/CAT.-HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 20972
( JSC-SD2 )G200/c;nT. -ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 archived on tapes 2097:
(JSC-SD2)G200/CAT.-FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN;l archived on tapes 20972 a
(JSC-SD2)0200/CAT.-OATS/CLASSY/RERN;1 archived on tarns 20972 ar
(JSC-SD2)G200/CAT.-GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 20972
(JSC-SD2)G200/CAT.-SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERLN;1 archived on tapes 2l'
(JSC-SD2)G200/CAT.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 205
( JSC-SD2 )G20G/Ct,T. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 archived on tap;. s 20972
(JSC-SD2)G200/C.AT.-CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 20972 1
( JSC-SD2 )G238/S1 AT. -CLASSY/RERUN; 1 archived on tapes 20972 and
( JSC-SD2 )G238/SLAT. -ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 archived on taper. 209;
( JSC-SD2 )G258/SIAT. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERI':a; 1 archived on tapes 2097:
(JSC-SD2)G238/SIAT.-FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN;l archived on tapes 20972
(JSC-SD2>G238/SIAT.-CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 20972
( JSC-SD2 )G238/S f AT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 archived on tap c . s 20972
(JSC-SD2)G238/SIAT.-OATS/CLASSY/RERUN;l archived on tapes 20972
(JSC-SD2)0238/SIAT.-GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 20972
<JSC-SD2>G23? !SfAT.-SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN;2 archived on tapes
(JSC-SD2)G23I;/SIAT.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; i archived on tapes 2(
(JSC-SD2)G238/PRIOR.-ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tapes 20'
(JSC-SD2)G238/PkIGR.-HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN;i archived on tapes 209'
( JSC-SD2 )G238/P;IIOR. -FLAX/CLASSY/RRUN; 1 archived on
(JSC-SD2)G238/PRIOR.-CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived or
(JSC-SD2)0238/PRIOR.-WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived a
(JSC-SD2)G238/PRIO .I.-OATS/CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on
(JSC-SD2)0238/PRIOR.-GRASS/CLASSY/RERU N; l archived o
(JSC-SD2)0238/PRIOR.-SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN;2 archl
(JSC-SD2)G238/PkIOR.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN;l archiv
..'3C-SD2 )G238/PACK. -NB; 1 archived on tapes 20972 a
( JSC-SD2 )G238/PACK. NB; 1 archived on tapes 20972 an
( JSC-SD2)G238: P:1CK.NB; 2 archived on tapes 20972 an
( JSC-SD2 )G238/PACT(. -OTHER; 1 archived on tapes 20972
( JSC-SD2 >G238/P;1Ci^. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )G238/PACK. -HAYCUT; i archived on tapes ?097
( JSC-SD2 )G238/P;1CK. -GRASS; 1 archived on tapes 20972




(JSC-SD1)0238 /PACK.-WHEAT;l archived en tapes 20972
( JSC -SD2 )0258 /PACK. -OATS; 1 archived on tapes 20972
(JSC -SD2)0238 /PACK.-C0RN;1 archived on tapes 2J972
( JSC -SD2 )0288 /HACK. -ALFALFA; 1 archived on tapes 201
( JSC -'SD2 )0258 /PACK. -RAtIGELAND; 1 archived on tapes 2
(JSC-SD2)0288/ISTAT.-CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR ;1 archived o
( JSC-SD; )0258 / I-iTAT. -CLASSY/RERUN; I archived on tape
(JSC-SD2)0258 /CAT.ND /CLASSY/RERUN;1 archived on tape
(JSC-SD2>G258 /CAT.-ALFALFA/CLASSY /RERUN;1 archived o(JSC-SD2)0258 /CAT.-HAYCUT /CLASSY/RERUH;I archived on
( JSC -SD2 )0258 /CAT. -FLAX/CLASSY /RERUN; 1 archived on t
(JSC-SD2)0258 /CAT. -CORN/CLASSY/RERUN;: archived on t
(JSC-SD2)G258 /CAT.-WHEAT/CLASSY /RrRUNil archived on
(JSC-SD2)0258 /CAT.-OATS/CLASSY/RERUN;I archived on t
( JSC -SD2 )0258 /CAT. -GRASS/CLASSY /RERUN, 1 archived on
( JSC -SD2 )025W /CAT. -SUNFLOWERS /CLASSY/RERUN; 2 archive
( JSC -SD2 )0258 /CAT. -RANOELAPJD/CLASSY /RERUN; 1 archived
(JSC-SD2)IARCHIVE-DIRECT0RYC.;1 archived on tapes 21
( JSC -SD2 )C01900h. AGG/G567; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )C019C0h. AGO/A368; 3 archived on tapes 20963
(JSC-SD2)C01900h.AGG/G343;2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )C01900h. AGG/0238; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG1900h. AGG/0247; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG19006. AGG /0200; 2 #rch ivad on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG19G0h. AG0 /G! "'; 2 archived on tapes 20963
(JSC-SD2)CG19006.AG0 /Ol ga;2 archived on tapes 20963
(JSC-SD2)C019006.AGG/0123;2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG1900',. AGG/G567; 2 archived on tapes 20963
(JSC-SD2 )CG1900'). AGG/0368; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-5D2 )CG1900',. AGG /G345; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 >CU19UUS. AG0/G258; 2 archived on tapes 20963
< JSC -SD2 >C019u08. AG0/0247; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 >C019U05. AGG /G200; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG19UOa. AGG/G178; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 >CG19U05. AGG/Gl46, 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG19UO3. AGG/G123; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 `:.G19UC4. AGG/GS67; 1 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CQ19UO4. AGG/G368; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )C019UO4. AGG/G345, 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG19UO4. ACC /G258; 3 archived o r. tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG19u0l. AGG/G247; 3 archived on tapes 2C963
( JSC-SD2 )C019U04. AGG /0200; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( J3C -SD2 )CG19U('4. AGG /G178; 3 archiveu on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG' 9004. AGG /G146; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-:;D2 )C',;19CU4. AGG/G123; 3 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-S,)2 >GGl900 :i.
 AGG/G123; 1 archived on titpes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )CG1900't. AGG/0567; 2 archived or. tapes 20963
( JSC-SD2 )CG1900'!. AGG /G368i 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC -SD2 )C G 1900'+. AGG /G? n 3; 2 archived on tapes 20963




( JSC -SD2 )CG19C0'i. AGG /G247; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG1900;3. AGG/G200; 2 archived on tapes • 20963( JSC -SD2 )CG1900:1. AGG/G178; 2 archived on tapes 20963(JSC-SD2 )CG1900's.AGG/0146;2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19001. AGG/G567; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC -SD2 )CG1900W. AGG/G368; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG1900,$. AGG/G345; 3 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG1900.J. AGG /G258; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 >CU19UU2. AGG/G247; 2 archived on tapes 20963(JSC-SD2)CG19UO2.AGG/G200;2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19UO2. AGG/G178; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19UO2. AGG/G146; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC -SD2 )CG19UO2. AGG/G123; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19UO1. AGG/G567; 2 archived on tapes 20963(JSC-SD2>CG19U01.AGG/G368;2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 >CG19U01. AGG/G345; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19u01. AGG/G258; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD'2 )CG19U01. AGG/G247; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-SD2 )CG19UOi. AGG/G200; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19UO1. AGG/G178; 3 archived on tapes • 20963(JSC-SD2)CG19001.AGG/G146;3 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19 ,-;01. AGG/G123; 3 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CG19000. AGG/G567; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-SD2 )CG19CO(). AGG/G368; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2 )CGl,900 r;. AGG/G345; 2 archived on tapes 20963( JSC-SD2>CG1900(). AGG/G258; 2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-SD2 )CGl.9C0(). AGG /G247; 2 archived on tapes 20963(JSC-SD2 )CG19000.AGG/G200;2 archived on tapes 20963(JSC-SD2)CG19COO.AGG/G178;2 archived on tapes 20963
( JSC-SD2 )CG19C00. AGG/G146; 2 ,archived on tapes 20963(JSC-SD2 )CG19C0().AGG/G123;2 archived on tapes 20963(JSC -SD2)G567 /ISTAT.CLASSY/PRIOR ;1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2)G368/I'-3TAT. CLASSY/PRIOR; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )G368. T:1i3LE; 1 archived on tapes 20959 and
( JSC-SD2 )G368. CAT; 1 archived on tapes 20959 and 20(JSC-SD2)G345/ISTAT.CLASSY/PRIOR;! archived on tapes(JSC-SD2>G258/I yTAT.CLASSY/PRIOR;2 archived on tapes(JSC-SD2)G24 //I'sTAT.CLASSY/PRIOR; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2>G200/ISTAT.CLASSY /PRIOR;1 archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 )G200. T;1DLE; 1 arch i% ed on tapes 20959 and
( JSC-SD2>G200. CAT; 1 archived on tapes 20939 and 20(JSC-SD2)G178 /ISTAT.CLASSY/PRIOR;! archived on tapes
( JSC-SD2 >G178_ TABLE; 1 archived on tapes 20959 and
(JSC-SD2>G178.i:AT; 1 archived on tapes 20959 and 20960
( JSC-SD2 >G146/ ISTAT. CLASS`! /PRIOR; 1 archived on tapes 20955( JSC-SD2 >G123.'ISTAT. CLASSY/PRIOR; 1 archived on tapes 20939
( JSC-SD2 >5005. 6j: ST/DESCRIPTIVE-PACKED-FILE; 2 archived on to(JSC-SD2>TEST/ALL242/PACK.- SUNI'LOWERS; 1 archived on tapes




( JSC-SD2 )TEST/Al L242/PACK. -GRASS; 1 archived on tapes 20923
( JSC -SD2 )TEST /A+-L242/PACK. -WETLAND; 1 archived on tapes 209
<JSC-SD2 >TEST/ALL242/PACK.-HAYCUT;1 archived on tapes 2092
(JSC-SD2)TEST/ALL242/PACK.-BHRLEY;1 archived on tapes 2092
<JSC-SD2>TEST/ALL242/PACK.-FLAX;1 archived on tapes 20923
(JSC-SD2)TEST/ALL242/PACK. -OATS;1 archives on tapes 20923
( JSC-SD2 )TEST /ALL242/PACK. -PASTURE; 1 archved on tapes 209:
( JSC-SD2 )TEST /ALL242/PACK. -WHEAT; 1 archived on tapes 20923
( JSC -SD2 )TEST/A,-L242/PACK. -SUMMERFALLOt4; 1 archived on tapes
( JSC -SD2 )TEST/ALL242/PACK. -FARMSTEAD; i archived on tapes 2(
(JSC-SD2)TEST!ALL242/PACK.-CORN;1 archived on tapes 20923
(JSC-SD2)TEST/ALL242/PACK.-ALFALFA;1 archived on tapes 209:
( JSC -SD2 )TEST! Al_ L242/PACK. -NB; i archived on tapes 20923 ar
< JSC-SD2 )TEST /AS_ L242/PACK. NB; 1 archived on tapes 20923 and
( JSC-SD2 )COMMAND. CLUSTER/CORN; 1 archived on tapes 20923 an
A-21
okwlW `- F::Cf' 19
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<:JSC>SET200.; 1 archived on t.spes 21072 'and 21069
JSC>KIM6SDURY/MLEST/TRDLE.Mi:WPRIDRS;I 'archived on tares 21063 and
•^ 21062
JSC>KIMGSDURY/MLEST/CRT.MEi1,PRIDRS;I archived on tares 21063 and
**21062
<:JSC>KIM6SBURY/I 4%'&TRT/MLEST.MEW/PRIDRS;I archived on tares 21;63 and
•^ 21062
-JSC>BERDLE/MLEST/TRDLE.MEW/PRIORS;I archived on tares 21063 and 2
**1062
JSC>BERDLE/MLEST/CRT.MEW/PRIDRS;I archived on tapes 21063 and 210
**62
J:;G>BERDLE/ISTRT/MLEST.MEW./PRIORS;I archived on tares 21063 and 2
**1062
J :^ C>KIMGSBURY/RTC0R/TRDLE.MDiMEH;1 archived on tares 21061 and 21
**060
'.JSC 6123/PRCK.MBz5678xRTC0R;2 archiv;: on tares 21061 and 21060
<:.JSC>G123/PACK.MBi1234/RTC0R;I archived on tares 21061 and 21060
J:^'C>G123%RTC0R/TRDLE.ND./ E ; 1 archived on tares 21061 and 21060
..-JSC>G123/RTC0R/PRCK.MDi1 archived on tares 21061 and 21060
1SC>BERDLE^RTC0RiTRDIE.MDiMEilt1 archived on tares 21061 and 21060
J::,C>BERDLE/RTCOR/PACK.MD/MDT-6123;1 archived on tares 21061 and 2
**1 06 0
=:.•JSC>BERDLE/RTCOR/CRT.MBxMEW;I archived on tares 21061 and 21060
<::.J:^C>BEADLE/XSTAR/TRDLE.MB/MT-6123/MEW;2 archived on tares 21056 a
•*nd 21058




J--SC>BERDLE^XSTARiPACK.-0RTSi1 archived on ta pes 21056 and 21058
-J:^C:BERDLE/XSTARiCRT.MB/MOT--6123;1 archived on ,apes 21056 and 21
**058
..JSC-BERDLE/PACK.-ORTS.I archived
:.•J:^C ^S4% CDMMAND.368; 1 archived on
:.•J : ' > SS 4/C0MMFi1'fD.247; 1 archived on
-J:SC> SS4 % COMMAIID. 238 i 1 archived on
:.•J:-C SS4/COMMAND. 146:1 arch ived on
J:-, C * SS4,'C0MMAND. 123; 2 arch i ved on
J :7 C> SS4% COMMAND. 567; 1 archived on
J :^C> S4/COMMAND. 345; 1 archived on
:.J:C' SS4%COMMAND. 178; 1 archived on
•J:C SS4/COMMRND.200;2 archived on
:.•JSC> X54. BOUT; 1 archived on tapes
. J:JC> =54. BOUT; 2 archived on t apes
.._S— 54.BOUT ► :3 archived on tapes
J^C>SS4. BOUT; 4 archived on tapes
:.J - C` : 4. BOUT; 5 archived on tapes
J:C?'^S4.BOUT'r 6 archi ved on tares
J:-C :7, 54. BOUT; 7 archived on tapes
BOUT; 9 archived on tapes
J C: : '4. BOUT: 10 archived on tapes
A-23
21050 and 21051

















































	 archived on tapes	 21050	 and 21051
<:JSC>SS4.CRTi200;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21031
:JSC>SS4.CRT%567;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21031
<JS:'C>SS4.CRTi368;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC>SS4.CRT/345;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21031
,:JSC>SS4. CRT/ 146;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC>SS4.CRTi258;I archived on tapes 21030 and 21051
<JSC>SS4.CRTi247;1 archived on tares 21030 and 21051
<JSC>SS4.CRTi178;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC>SS4.CRT/123;1 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<JSC>TECO.TYPESCRIPT ;1	 archived on tapes	 21050 and	 21051
-: JSC>KIM6SBURY/RTCORzTRDLE.hDxMOT-6123 ;1	 archived on tares 21050 an
•0d 21051
J:.0>KIri6SBURY/RTCOR/CRT.MD/MOT-6123;1 archived on tapes
•• 21051
<JSC>IMT.JSC-SD2;2 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<J;:'C>INT.JSC-SD1;2 archived on tares 21050 and 21051
<:.JSC>IMT.JSC;3 archived on tapes 21050 and 21031
:JSC>6200-'OATS.S6T;1 archived on tapes
, J -, C'G123/TRDLE. MB/CLASSY/RERUM/PRIOR; I
•^ 21051
::JSC>BB367iCRME.EST;1 archived on tares
<:.JSC>BB368rCRME.EST;1 archived on tapes
<:J^C>BB345rCRME.EST;1 archived on tapes
:.JSC? BB258iCAliE.EST; I archived on tapes
:J:::C>BB247^LFWfE. EST; I archived on tapes
JSC> BE 178/CAME. EST; I archived on tapes
':JSPC>BB146/CRME.EST;1 archived on tapes
:.J: C>S200i0RTS.ESP; 1 archived on tareff
J.7.0 -RA367/CAME. ST0T; I 3rchikjed on Val.*_;
JSt. RA368/CAME. STOT; 1 archived on tapes
-: .J:4C>RA:345%CAME.STOT; 1 archived on tapes
,_YJ'C>RR256'CAME.STOT;I archived on tares
:J:7C:%RA247%CRME. STOT; 1 archived on tapes
:.J:^C;-RR178iCFtr+E. STOT; 1 archived on tapes





( JSC )BB 123/CANE. EST; 1
	 21044, 21047( JSC )AAl2Z. CANE. STOT; 1
	 21044, 21047( JSC )B368/HAYCUT. EST; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )B247/GRASS. EST; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )B 146/HAYCUT . EST; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )RAW/ATCOR. KINGSBURY/NOT-G123/NB; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )RAW. KINGSBURY/3678/NOT-G123/NB; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )RAW. KNGSBURY/1234/NOT-6123/NB; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )RAW. KINGSBURY/PLOT-6123/NB; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )KINGSBURY /MLEST / TABLE. NB; 1	 21036, 21038
( JSC )KINGSBURY/MLEST/CAT. NB; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )KINGSBURY/'LSTAT/MLEST. CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 2
	
21036, 21038( JSC )KINGSBURRY/ATCOR/PACK. -OTHER; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )KINGSBURY/ATCOR/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )KINGSBURRY/ATCOR/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	 21036, 21038( JSC )KIPJGSBURY/ATCOR/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1
	 21036, 21038





( JSC )KINGSBURY/ATCOR/PACK. -WHEAT; 1 	 21036, 21038( JSC )KINGSBURY/ATCOR/PACK. -CORN; 1
	 21036, 21038
( JSC )KIPJGSBURY/ATCOR/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1






(JSC)SD-MT/1234/WEST2/ATCOR.MULTI-WIN;1 	 21031, 21033
( JSC )SD-MT / 1234 / WEST2. MULTI -WIN; 1 : 21031, 21033
< JSC )SD-MT/12 4/WEST1/ATCOR. MULTI-WIN; 1
	
21031, 21033
( JSC )SD-MT / 1234 / WEST i .MULTI -WIN; 1
	 21031, 21033
( JSC )SD-MT/1234/EAST2/ATCOR. MULTI-WIN; 1
	
21031, '21033
(JSC)SD-MT/1234/EAST1/ATCOR.MULTI-WIN;1 : 21031, 21033
< JSC )KINGSBURY/NOT-G123/PACK. iJB; 1
	
21031, 21033( JSC )KINGSBURRY/NOT-G123/PACK. NB; 2
	 21031, 21033( JSC )KIPJGSBURY/i4OT-G123/PACK. NB; 3
	 21031, 21033( JSC )HAML I N. AGw/ G567; 2
	 21031, 21033( JSC )G 123/ STA1. - GRASS; 1
	 21031, 21033( JSC )G 123/PR I Ok. -GRASS; 1
	
21031, 21033
(JSC>G123/MLESI/TABLE.NB/NOT-G123/BEADLE;1 	 21031, 21033
( JSC )G 123/ MLES f / TABLE. NB; 1	 21031, 21033( JSC )G123/MLEST/CAT. NB; 1
	
21031, 21033
( JSC )G123/rL.ST/CAT. NB/JOT-G123/BEADLE; 1 	 21031, 21033
(JSC)BEADLE/ISTAT/MLEST.CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR;1 	 21031, 21033
( JSC )K I PJGSBURY / X XSTAR / TABLE. NB / JOT-G 123; 1	 21028, 21031
( JSC )KIPJGSBURY/)(XSTAR/PACK.NB/iVOT-G123; 1	 21028, 21031
( JSC )K I PJGSBU^Y /)( X.STAR / CAT. NB /NOT-G 123; 1 	 21028, 21031( JSC )KINGSBURY/FAC;^. NB/NOT-G123; 1
	
21028, 21031






( JSC >KIPJGSBURY/I)ESCR. NB/NOT-G123/5678; 1
	
21028, 21031
( JSC )KIPJGSDU.IY/I)ESCR. NB/NOT-G123/1234; 1
	
21028, 21031
( JSC )KIPJGSBURY/UESCR. NB/NOT-G123; 2
	 21028, 21031
A-25
( JSC )D368/CANE. FST; 1
( JSC )C368/CANE. STOT; l
( JSC )B 146 /HAYCUT . EAT;
( JSC )A258/RANGELAND#. ; 1	 21028, 21031
( JSC )SOIL4. AVG/U343; 1	 21022, 21020
( JSC )SOIL4. AGG/(;178; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )SOIL4. AGG/(;146; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )SOIL4. AGG /(;123; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )SOIL4. AGG/U567; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )SOIL4. AGG/(;368; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )SO I L4. AGG / (: 258; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )SOIL4. AGG/C247; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )KINGSBURY/XXSTAR/PACK. NB/CORRECTED/NOT-G123; 1
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/STAT. -RANGELAND/SCAT; 1 	 21014, 2
( JSC )G123 /ATCOP. /STAT. -OATS/SCAT; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOH/STAT. -GRASS; 1 	 21014, 21020
(.)SC )G123/ATCCK/STAT. -FLAX; 1
	
21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/STAT. -HAYCUT; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/STAT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/STAT. -ALFALFA; 1 	 21014, 2 020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/STAT. -WHEAT; i 	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/ STAT. -CORN; 1
	
21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/PACK. -RANGELAND /SCAT; 1	 21014, 2
( JSC :6123/ATCCK/PACK. -OATS/SCAT; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC >G123 /ATCOk /PACK. -HAYCUT; 1
	
21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/PACK. -OTHER; 1 	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 	 21014, 21020( JSC )G123/ATCOR/PACK. -FLAX; 1 	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123 /ATCOP. /PACK. -ALFALFA; 1 	 21014, 210.0
( JSC )G123/ATCCtO /PACK. -GRASS; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR/PACK. -OATS; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123 /ATCCR /PACK. -WHEAT; 1 	 21014, 21020
l JSC >G123 /ATCOR /PACK. -CORN; 1 	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR /PACK. -RANGELAND; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCCK/PACK. -NB; 1	 21014, 21020
( JSC )G123/ATCOR /PACK. NB; 2
	
21014, 21020
( JSC >G123 /ATCOP. /CAT. -RANGELAND/SCAT/CLASSY; 1 	 21
( JSC )G56'/WHEA I . ESP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/RANGEI AND. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/OATS. F.8?; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/HAYCUT. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/GRAS. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/FLAX. F.SP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G567/CORN_ F.BP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC >G567/ALFALFA. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G368/WHEAT. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G368/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G368/RANGE ► AND. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )G368 /OATS. FSP; 1	 21014, 21009
ORIGINAL PAGE iS
OF POOR QUALITY
( JSC )G3681HAYCUI . ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G368/GRASS. ESP; i 	 21014, 21009( JSC )0368/FLAX. FSP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G368/ALFALFA. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009(JSC )G345/WHEAT. ESP; I 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/RANGEI.AND. ESP; i 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )0345/OATS. f c-P; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/HAYCUT . ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/GRASS. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/FLAX. FSP; I 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/CORN. FSP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G345/ALFALFA. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/WHEAT. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/SUNFLOWERS. ESP ►
 1	 21014, 21009
l JSC )G258/RANGEI .AND. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/OATS. FSP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/HAYCUT . ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/GRASS. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/FLAX. F.BP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/CORN. FSP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G258/ALFALFA. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/WHEAT. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/RANGEI AND. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/0ATS. FSP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/HAYCUT. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/GRASS. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G17(3/FLAX. PSP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G178/CORN. F.SP; 1	 21014, 21009
< JSC )G178/ALFALFA. ESP; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )G146/ALFALFA. ESP; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )BILL / 146/OATS. EST; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )B II _L/ 146/OATS. STOT; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )BB 178/WHEAT . EST; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )B567/WHEAT. EST; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )B567/RANGEI AND. EST; 1 . 21014, 21009( JSC )B567/OATS. FST; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )B567/HAYCUT. EST; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )B567/GRASS. EST; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )B567/FLAX. F.ST; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )B567/CORN. ^-.ST; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )B567/CANE. I-ST; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )B567/ALFALFA. EST; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )B368/WHEAT. EST; 1 	 21014, 21009( JSC )B368 / RANGEI AND. EST; J :	 21014, 21009




( JSC )B368/ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B345/WHEAT. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345 /RANGELAND. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345 /OATS. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345/HAYCUT. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345 /GRASS. EST; l 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345/FLAX. F.ST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B345/CORN. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345 /CANE. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B345 /ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258/WHEAL . EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258/ RANGELAND. EST; 1	 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258/OATS. FST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC >B258/HAYCU i . EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258 /GRASS. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258 /FLAX. F.ST; i 21014,	 21009( JSC )8258/CORN. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258 /CAt4E. F.ST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B258 /ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B247 /WHEAT. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B247 /RANGEI .AND. EST; 1	 21014,	 21009
(.JSC )B247/OATS. FST; 1 21014,	 21009(JaC )B247/HAYCUT . EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B247 /FLAX. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B247/CORN. FST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC >B247 /CANE. F.ST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B247/ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B 178/ RANGEI . AND. EST; 1	 21014,	 21009( JSC )B 178/OATS. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )8178/HAYCUT . EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC >B 178 /GRASS. EST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B178/FLAX. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B178/CORN. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B 178 /CANE. l:ST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC >B178 /ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC >B 146/ WHEAT. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC >B146/ RANGELAND. EST; 1	 21014,	 21009( JSC )8146/OATS. FST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B146/GRASS. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B146/FLAX. F.ST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B 146/CORN. F.ST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B146 /CANE. f-ST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B 146/ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B123/WHEAT. EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B123 /RANGELAND. EST; 1	 21014,	 21CO9
( JSC )812'3/OATS. FST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )8123 /HAYCUT . EST; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )B123 /GRASS. EST; 1 21014,	 21009




( JSC )B 123/CORN. F.ST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B123/CANE. F-ST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )B123/ALFALFA. EST; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A567/WHEAT. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )AS67/RANGELAND. STOT; 1	 21014,	 21009( JSC )A567/OATS. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A567/HAYCUI . STOT; l 21014,	 21009( JSC )A567/GRASS. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A567/FLAX. STOT; l 21014,	 21009( JSC )0.567/CORN. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A567/CANE. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )AS67/ALFALFA. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/WHEA 1. STOTt 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/RANGELAND. STOT; 1	 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/OATS. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009
( JSC )A368/HAYCU l . STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC >A368/GRASS. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/FLAX. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/CORN. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/CANE. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A368/ALFALFA. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A345/WHEAT. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009( JSC )A345/RANGELAND. STOT; 1	 21014,	 21009( JSC )A345/^.lATS. STOT; 1 21014,	 21009




( JSC )A17d/GRASS. STOT; 1
( JSC )A178/FLAX. titTOT; 1
( JSC )A178/CORN. STGT; l( JSC )A178/CANE. L' 3T; 1( JSC )A 178/ALFALFA. STGT; 1
( JSC )A146/WHEAT. STOT; 1( JSC )A146/RANGELAND. STGT;
( JSC )A146/OATS.'JTDT; 1( JSC )A146/HAYCUI . STOT; 1( JSC )A 146/ GRASS. STGT; 1
( JSC )A146/FLAX. STGT; 1( JSC )A146/CORN. STGT; l( JSC )A146/CANE. fSTOT; 1
( JSC )A 146/ALFALFA. STGT; 1
( JSC )Al23/WHEA f. STOT; 1( JSC )Al23/RANGELAND. STGT;



















( JSC )Al23/GRASS. ST0T; 1 	 21014, 21009
( JSC )Al23/FLAX. STGT; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )Al23/CORN. STOT; 1
	
21014, 21009( JSC )Al23/CANE. STGT; 1	 21014, 21009
( JSC )Al23/ALFALFA. STGT; 1
	
21014, 21009
( JSC )247/GRASS. FST; 1
	
21014, 21009( JSC )/HAYCUT. ESI ; 1	 21014, 21009( JSC )G123/XSTAR/ ISTAT. 37-GPS/ PRIOR ; 1	 21007, 21009
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/ ISTAT. 37-GPS; 1
	
21007, 21009( JSC )G368/CORN. F.SP; 1 	 21007, 21009
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/WHEAT. ESP/NB; 1	 21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR(/WHEAT. SGT/ND; 1	 21007, 21004
(JSC)G123/XSTAR/TABLE.BEADLE/NOT-G123/NB;l 	 21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR./TA9LE. NB; 1 	 21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/SUNFLOWERS. ESP/P+B; 1 	 21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR/SUNFLO^IERS. SGT/110; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/RANGELAND.SGT/NB; 1 	 21007, 21004
( JSC )G 123/ XSTAR / R ANGELA ID. ESP / NB; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/ PRIOR . -RANGELAND; 1 	 21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR/OATS. ESP/NB; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/OATS. SGT/NB; 1
	
21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR/HAYCUT. ESP/NB; 1 	 21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/HAYCUT. SCAT/NB; 1 	 21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/GRASS. ESP/rIB; i 	 21007, 21004( JSC )G 123/ XSTAR/ "RASS. SGT/ND; 1 	 21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR/FLAX. !3GT/NB; 1 	 21007, 21004
( JSC >G123/XSTAR./FLAX. ESP/ND; 1
	
21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR/CORN. ESP/NB; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/CGRN. SGT/NB; 1
	
21007, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/ALFALFA. ESP/NB; i	 21007, 21004( JSC )G123/XSTAR ALFALFA. SGT/ND; 1	 21007, 21004( JSC )SPINK/)(STAN/CAT. NB/NOT-G123; 1	 21003, 21004




(JSC >HAMLIN/XSTAR/CAT. ND/NOT-G123; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC >CODINOTON/XSTAR/CAT. NB /NOT-0123; 1	 21003, 21004
( JSC )CLARK/XSTAR/CAT. NB/NOT-0123; 1	 21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/ XSTAR/STAT. 37-OPS; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC >G 123/ XSTAR / STAT. -RANGELAND; 1	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/STAT. -FLAX; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC >G123/XSTAR./STAT. -GRASS; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/XSTAR/STAT. -ALFALFA; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC )012'3/XSTAR/STAT. -HAYCUT; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC 4123/XSTAR/STAT. -OATS; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/XSTAR/STAT. -WHEAT; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/XSTAR/STAT. -CORN; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC >G123 /XSTAR /STAT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1	 21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/XSTAR./PACK. -OTHER; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PACK. -ND; 1 	 21003, 21004
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/PACK. NB; 1	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/XSTAR/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC )0123/X.STAIJ /PACK. -RANGELAND; 1	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PACK. -HAYCUT; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PACK. -OATS; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )13123/XSTAR./PACK. -WHEAT; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PACK. -CORN; 1
	
21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PACK. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/CAT. BEADLE/NOT-GI23/N3; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G 123/ XSTAR / CAT. NB; 1
	 21003, 21004
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/CAT. -RANGELAND; 1	 21003, 11004
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -FLAX; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -GRASS; 1
	
2j948, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -ALFALFA; 1	 20'998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -HAYCUT; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -OATS; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -WHEAT; 1
	
20998. 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/PRIOR. -CORN; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )G123,'XSTAR/PRIOR. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/CAT. -FLAX; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/!(STAR/CAT. -GRASS; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/:(STAR/CAT. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/CAT. -HAYCUT; 1
	 20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/CAT. -OATS; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/CAT. -WHEAT; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/!(STAR/CAT. -CORM; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XS AR/CAT. -SUNFLOWERS; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/1234/PACT(. -•OTHER; 1	 20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/1134/PACT(. -HAYCUT; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -OATS; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XSTAR/1234/PACT(. -WHEAT; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -CORt%; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC >G123/XST,'tR/1234/PACT(. -SUt4FLJWERS; 1
	
20998, 20999






( JSC )G123/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -OR ,*,SS; 1
	
20998, 20999( JSC )G12J/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )0123/XSTAR/1234/PACK. -RANGELAND; i	 20998, 20999( JSC )0123/XSTAFc/ 1234/PACK. -NBi 1
	 20998, 20999
( JSC )G123/XSTAR/ 1234/PACK. NB; 1
	 20998, 20999( JSC )ASCSTF. SAV; 1	 20998, 20999( JSC )SD-MT / 5678/WEST2. CAT /MULT 1-WIN ► 1	 20998, 20999
( JSC )SD-MT / 5678/ WEST2. CORRECTED /MULT I -WIN; 1
	 20998, 2099'9
( JSC )SD-MT / 5678/ WEST 1. CAT /MULT I -WIN; 1 	 20998, 20999
( JSC >SD-MT/5678/WESTi. CORRECTED/MULTI-WIN; 1
	
20998, 20999
( JSC )SD-MT / 1234 / WEST2. CAT / MULT I -WIN; 1	 20998, 30999
(JSC)SD-MT /1234/WEST2.CORRECTED /MULTI-WIN;1	 2(,998, 20999( JSC )SD-MT / 1234 / WEST 1. CAT /MULT I -WIN; 1	 20998, 20999
( JSC )SD-MT/1234/WEST1. CORRECTED/MULTI-WIN; 1
	 20998, 20999
( JSC )SP I NK / TAPLF.. NB / NOT-G 123; 1	 20998, 20990( JSC )K I NGSBURY /T ABLE. NB / NOT-G 123; 1	 20998, 20990
( JSC )HAMLIN/TADI.E. NB/I4OT-6123; 1	 20996, 20990
( JSC )CODINGTON/TABLE. NB/NOT-0123; 1	 20998, 201: t?0( JSC )CLARK/TARLF. NB/NOT-G)23; 1
	
20998, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/TADI E. NB/N0T-G567; 1 	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/TADI.E. NB/NOT-6368; 1
	
20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/TABi.E. NB/NOT-6345; 1
	
20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/TABI.E. NB/i4OT-G2"8; 1	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/TABI.E. NB/NOT-6146; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G123; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G567; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G368; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G345; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G258; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G247; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G1'7B; 1
	 20988, 20990
(,.'SC )BEADLE/DESCR. NOT-G146; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )SD-MT / 5678/ WEST2. MULT I -WIN; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC )SD-MT / 567Er/ WEST 1. MULT I -W I rj; i
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )SD-MT / 1234/ WEST2. MULT I -WIN; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )SD-MT / 1234/WFO'f
 1. MULT I -W I v; 1	 20988, 20990( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR/: ":34. NOT-G178; 1
	
20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESC:R/1234. NOT-0567; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR/ 1234. NOT-G:168; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC )BEADLE/DES(:R/1234. NOT-G247; 1
	 20988. 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR/1234. NOT-G:345; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR/1234, t)OT-6158; 1
	 20988, 20990( JSC )BEADLEiDESL;R/1234. NDT-G146; 1
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )BEADLE/DESCR / 1234. NOT-G 123; 7
	 20988, 20990
( JSC )]ARCHIVE- DIRECTORY[. ; 1
	
20980, :0984( JSC )SP:NK/NOT-0123/PACK. ND; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )SP INK/ NOT -t; 123/CAT. NB; 1	 20980, 2097,84
( JSC )SPINK. NOT-u l 23 ' 8EG-LIST; 1
	
20980, 20984( JSC )SET567. ; i 	 20980, 20984
( JSC )SET368. ; 1	 20980, 20964
( JSC )SET345. ; 1
	 20980, 20984
A- 32
( JSC )SET258. ; l 20980, 20984
( JSC )SET247. ; 1 70980,	 20964
( JSC )SET 178. ; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC )SET 146. ; 1 20980 ► 	 20984
( JSC )SET 123. ; 1 20980, 20984
( JSC )PREPFjC/HAMLIN/NOT—G123/PACK. ; 1
( JSC )MESSAGE. TX1; 1 20980,	 20984
( JSC )LDGIN. CMDs 7 20980, 20984
( JSC )KINGSBURY /SEGMENT-LIST. NOT-G 123; 1
	 20980, 20
( JSC )KINGSBURY/NOT-G123/PACK. ND; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )KINGSBURY/NOT-G123/CAT. ND; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC >HAML I N/SEGMENT—LIST. NOT—G 123; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )HAMLIN/PACK. NB/NOT—G123; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )HAMLIN/CAT. NB/NOT-6123; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )G146: ISTAr. CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 2
	 20980, 2098
( JSC )COD I NGTON/SEGMENT-LIST. NOT-G 123; 1
	 20980, 20
( JSC )CODINGTON/PACK. NB/NOT-G123; 1
	 20980, 10984
( JSC )CODINGTON/CAT. NB/NOT-0113; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )CLARK /SEGMC NT-LIST. NOT-G 123; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )CLARK/PACK. NB/NOT-G123; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )CLARK/CAT. NB/NOT-6123; 1
	
20980, 20984
( JSC )BEADLE/SEGMENT-L I ST. SOT-G178; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )BEADLE/SEGMENT-LI O-T. NOT-G567; 1 : 20980, 20984
( JSC )BEADLE/SEGME'NT-L I ST. 4OT-6368; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )BEADLE/SEGMENT-L I ST. t JOT-0123; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )BEADLE/SEGMENT-LIST. NOT-G247; 1
	 20980, 20984
( JSC )BEADLE/SEGMENT-LIST. NOT-6345; 1
	 20980, 209e4
( JSC )BEADLE/SEG, tE NT-LIST. NOT-G258;
( JSC )BEADLE/SE •'MENT-LIST. NOT-G146;
( JSC )BEADLE/TAIII E. NB/NOT-6247; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/TABI.E. NB/NOT-6178; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/TALn1.E. NB/NOT-G123; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. NB/NOT-G567; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. NB/NOT-G368; l
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. NB/JOT-6345; 1
( JSC >B=ADLE/PACK. NB/NOT-6258; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. NB/NOT-0247; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. NB/NOT-G178; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. ND/NOT-6146; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/PACK. NB/NOT-G! 2a'; 1
( JSC )BEAGLE/CA i . NB/NOT-G146; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/ r A I . NB/NOT-G567; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/CA; . NB/NOT-G36e; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/CAf. NB/NOT-G345; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/CAT. NB/NOT-G258; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/CAf. NB/NOT-G247; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/Cal . NB/NOT-0173; 1
( JSC )BEADLE/CAI . NB/NOT-G123; 1
( JSC )G247/WHEA i . E8P; 1
	
20972,
( JSC )G247/WHFA1 . SGT; 1 	 20972, ;
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OGI IPS R 
QUALITY
( JSC )G247/TABLE. NB/CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; i
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979
< JSC >G247/SUNFLOWERS. SGT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/RANGELAND. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/RANGELAND. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/OATS. FSP; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G247/OATS. SGT; i	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/ ISTA f . CLASSY/RERUr1/PRIOR; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/HAYCUT. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/HAYCUT . SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/GRASS. ESP; i
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/GRASS. SGT; 1 : 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/FLAX. ESP; i
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/FLAX. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CGRN. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CORN. SGT; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G247/CLUSTER. -SUNFLOWERS; 2 	 20972, 20979
< JSC )G247/CLUSTER. -HAYCUT; 2
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CLUSTER. -GRASS; 2
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CLUSTER. -FLAX; 2	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CLUSTER. -ALFALFA; 2
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CLUSTER. -OATS; 2
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247 / CLUST F R. -WHEAT; 2
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/CLUSIr-R.-CORN; 2
	 20972, 20979
< JSC >G247/CLUSl1=.R. -RANGELAND; 2
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/AL FALFA. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G247/ALFALFA. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/WHEA f. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/WHEA I * . SGT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/SUNFLOWERS. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/SU-NFLfJWERS. SGT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G146/RANGEL AND. ESP; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/RANGELAND. SGT; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC >G146/OATS. ESP; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G 146/ OATS. 13GT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/HAYCUI . SGT; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G146/HAYCUT. ESP; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC >G146/GRASS. ESP; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/GRASS. SGT; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G146/FLAX. F EE; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC >G146/FLAX. SGT; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CGRN. ESP; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC >G146/CGRN. SGT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G 146 /ALFALFA. ESP ; 1 	 209-72, 20979
( JSC )G146/ALFALFA. SGT; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G123/HAYCUI . ESP; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC >G123/HAYCUI. SGT; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G123/FLAX. SGT; 1 	 20972, 20979




(JSC )G247/STA f. - SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERRUN; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/STAf. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RRUil; i 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/STAT. -GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/STAf. -FLAX/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/STAT. -ALFALFFA/CASSY/RERUN; 1 20972, 20979( JSC )0247/STAT. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/STAT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUPJ; I 20972, 20979( JSC >G247/STA T. -CORN/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972, 20979(JSC>G247/STAf.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN;1 20972, 20979( JSC >G247/STA - i . -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 2 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/PRIOR. -SUNFLOWER/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PRIOR. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PRIOR. -GRASS/CLASSY/RREUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PRIOR. -FLAX/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1 20972,	 20979(JSC)G247/PRIOR.-ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN;1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PRIOR. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979
< JSC >G247/PRIOR. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PRIG`?. -CORN/CLASSY/RRUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PRIOR.. -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 20972,	 20979(JSC>G247/PRIOR.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN;2 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PACK. -OTHER; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PACK. -HA`/CUT; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PACK. - SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/PACK. -GRASS; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1
	 20972,	 20979
< JSC >G247/PACK. -OATS; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/PACK. - WHEAT; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PACK. -CORN; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1
	
20972,
	 20979( JSC )G247/PACK- - NB; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC >G247/PACK. NO; 1
	 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/CAT. NB/CLASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1 20972,	 20979
< JSC >G247/CAT. -SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/CAT. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,
	 20979
( JSC )G247/CAT. -CRASS/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1 	 20972,	 20979
( JSC )G247/CAT. -FLAX/XLASSY/RERUN; 1	 20972,	 20979
( JSC )G247/CAT. 	 AL FALFA CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G247/CAT. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1 	 20972,	 20979
( JSC )G247/CAT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC >G247/CAT. -OCRN/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G247/CAT. -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUPJ ; i 20972,	 20979
( JSC >G247/CAT. - RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 2 20972,	 20979
( JSC )G146/TABLE- NO/CLASSY/ RERUN/PRIOR; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC >G146/STAf. GLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/STA t . - R.ANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC >G146/STAI . -'.NEAT/CL ASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC >G146/STAT . -CATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G146/STAf . -GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 20972,	 20979




( JSC )G146/STAT. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RE R UN; i	 20972, 20979( JSC )0143/STA'I'. - ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC )G146/STA I'. - CORN/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/ PRIOR. TEMP; 1	 209;2, 20979
(JSC)G146/PRION.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN;l	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/PRIOR. -SUNFLO^JERS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/PRIOR. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/PRIOk. -OATS/CLASS'f. RERUPJ; 1
	
20972, 20979(JSC)G146/PRIOR.-GRASS/CLASS'riRF:RUN; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/PRIOR. -FLAX/CLASSY/RE !UN; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/PR ION. -HAYCUT/GLASS ^'/RERUN; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G1 .16/PRIGk. -ALFALFA/CLASS'I/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )0146/PRIOk. -COR,4/CL .>SS"iR-:RU^J; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC )G146/ISTAf. CLASSY/RERt,;PJ/PRIOR; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/CLUSTFR. -WHEAT; 2	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CL.USTF.R. -OATS- 2	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CLUSTE-R. -GRASS; 3 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G 146: CLUSTt-R. -SUNFL , :4ERS; 2 	 20972, 20979( JSC )6146/CLUSTER. -FUA, .	 20972, 20979
(JSC',G146/CLUSTER. -HAYC),, f; s	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CLUSTER. -AL ► _FALFA; 2	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CLASSIFY. Nb; 1 : 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CAT. P:u/L,LASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CAT_ -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/CAT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CAT. --;JATS/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC )G146/CAT. -;:RASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20979
( JSC >G146/CAT. Sl1`t=LOWERS/CLASSY/RERUPJ; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/CAT. "FLAX/ CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC >G146/CAT. -,';;,YCUT/CLASSY/RERU+.'; 1
	
20972, 20979
^ JSC )0146/CAT. ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/CAT. -;;CRN/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20979( JSC >G 123/ WH=A1 - ESP ; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G1?.3/WHEA I . SGT; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G123/SUNFL(JWERS. ESP; 1 	 20972, 20979( JSC )G 123/SUNFLUhFRS. SGT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G123/STRA"i nl l/RANGE. ; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G123/RANGE'.AND. ESP; 1	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G123/ RANGELAND. ESP; 2 20972,	 20979( JSC )G123/PANGEI AND. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC )G123/RANGEI.Ai-4D. SGT; 2 20972,
	 20979( JSC )G 123/ OATS. F SP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G123/OATS. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979
( JSC )G 123/GRASS. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G123/GRAS. EGT; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G123/FLAX. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G123/CGRN. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G123/CORRN. SGT; 1 20972,	 20979( JSC )G l 23/ALFALFA. ESP; 1 20972,	 20979





< JSC )SDAKOTA. CAT LG; 3
	 20972, 20979
< JSC )G146/PACK. -OTHER; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/PACK. -CORN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/PACK. --WHEAT; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/PACK. -OATS; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G 146/PACK. - GRASS; 1
	 20972, 20979
< JSC )G146/PACK. - SUNFLOWERS; 1
	 20972, 20979
< JSC )G146/PACK. -FLAX; 1	 20972, 20979( JSC )G146/PACK. -HAYCUT; 1
	
20972, 20979
( JSC )G146/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1
	
20972, 20979
< JSC >G146/PACK. - ALFALFA; 1
	 20972, 20979




( JSC >G123/STAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G123/PACK. NB; 1
	 20972, 20979
( JSC )G123/CAT. CL ASSY/RERUN/PRIOR; 1
	 20972, 20979
< JSC >G123/ISTAT. CLASSY/RERUN/ PRIOR ; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/ISTAT. CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	
20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/STAI . -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/STAI. -WH=AT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
(JSC)G123/STAi.-RANGELAND/CLASSY/ RERUN iI	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/STAI. -CC,IN/CLASSY/ RERUN ; 1
	
20972, 20969
(JSC>G123/STAI.-ALFALFA/CLASSY/RERUN;1 : 20972, 20969
(JSC)G123/STAI.-FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN;l
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/STAI . -OATS/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/STA'i. -GRASS/CLASSY/RERUr.i 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/STAI . -SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PRIOR. -HAYCUT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/F'RIO4. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/FRIOK. -RANGELAND/CLASSY/RERUN; 1




( JSC )G123/PRIOR. -OATS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/PRIOt<. -FLAX/CLASSY/RERUP7; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC >G123/PRIOF<. -GRASS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PRIOR. -SUNFLOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC >G123/PACK. - OTHER; 1
	 20972, 20469( JSC )G123/PACK. -FLAX; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PACK. -HAYCUT; 1
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PACK. - SUNFLOWERS; !
	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PACK. - l^ HEAT; 1
	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G 123/PACK. -CORN; 1 	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/PACK. -CATS; 1	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PACK. -GRASS; 1 	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/PACK. -ALFALFA; 1	 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/PACK. -RANGELAND; 1 	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/CAT. -4AYCUT/CLASSY/RERU?:; 1 	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/CAT. -WHEAT/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 	 20972, 20969( JSC )G123/CAT. -HP.NGELA^ID/CLASSY/RERUN; 1 : 20972, 20969
( JSC )G123/CAT. -:;CRRI/CLASSY/RERUrJ; 1 	 20972, 20969




( JSC )G123/CAT. - i1ATS/CLASSY/ERERUN; 1
< JSC )G123/CAT. -FLAX/CLASSY/RERUN; i( JSC )G123/CAT. -':RASS/CLASSY/RERUN; i
( JSC )G123/CAT_ - SUN; LOWERS/CLASSY/RERUN;( JSC )SET9. ; 1	 20963, 20964( JSC )G567. TABLE200; 1 20963,	 20964( JSC )G567. CAT20o; 1 20963,	 20964
( JSC )G368/PACK. NB; 1 20963,	 20964( JSC )G368. TABLE'?00; 1 20963,	 20964
( JSC >G368. CAT20U; 1 20963,	 20964
( JSC )G345. TABLE OO; 1 20963,	 20964( JSC )G345. CAT200; 1 20963,	 20964
< JSC )G258. TABL. E!:!00; 1 20963,	 20964
( JSC )G258. CAT20U; ! 20963,	 20964( JSC )G247. TABI-EPCO; 1 20963,	 20964
( JSC )G247. CAT20J; 1 20963,	 20964
( JSC )G200/PACK. NB; 1 20963, 20964( JSC )G200. CI; 1	 20963,	 20964( JSC >G178/PACK. NB; 1 20963, 20964( JSC )G178. TABLE'!00; 1 20939,	 20964( JSC )G 178. CAT20c); 1 20959,	 20964
( JSC )G146. TABLE NCO; 1 20959,	 20964( JSC )G 146. CATrO'); 1 20959,	 20964( JSC )G123. TABLE NCO; 1 20959,	 20964
( JSC >G123. CAT20u; 1 20959,	 20964( JSC )SETS. ; 1 	 20959, 20960( JSC )SETT. ; i	 20959, 20960
( JSC )SET6. ; 2
	 20959, 20960( .JSC )t= ET5. ; 1	 20959, 20960( JSC )SET4. ; 1
	
20959, 20960
( JSC >GET3. ; 1	 20959, 20960
( JSC >SET2. ; 1	 20959, 20960( JSC )SET 1. ; 4	 20959, 20960( JSC `G368/PACK. -NB; 1 20959,	 20960
( JSC >G368. SCAT-FILES; 1 20959,	 2096C( JSC >G368. CI; , 	 20959,	 20960( JSC )G258. CI; S	 20959,	 20960( JSC )G178/PACK. -NB; 1 20959,	 20960( JSC )G 178. SCAT-F I L ES; 1 20959,	 2096C
c JSC >G178. CI; t	 20959,	 20960( JSC )G 146. C I ; t	 20959,	 20960( JSC )G567. CLASSIFY; 1 20959,	 20960





( JSC )G345/PACK. 1lB; 1 20959, 20960




( JSC )G247. TABLE/PRIOR; 1
	 20959,	 20960
( JSC )G247. CAT/PRIOR; 1
	 20959,	 20960( JSC >G247. CI; 1	 20939,	 20960
( JSC )G 123. SCA r-,, I LES; 1
	 20959,	 20960
( JSC >G 123. C I ; 1	 20959,	 20960
( JSC )5005. AGG/G247-CLASSY-PRIOR; 1
	 20959,	 20960
( JSC >TYPE-SCR IPT3. SYNTH-EST; 1 	 20953,	 20945
( JSC >TYPE-SCR IPT3. TXT; 1 	 20943,	 20945




( JSC )TYPE-SCRIPT. TXT; 1
	
20943,	 20945
( JSC )TRMINAL. HR,'1; 1	 20933,	 20937
( JSC >SD-MT /WEST2. M'JLT I -WIN; 2
	 20918,	 20919
( JSC >SD-MT/WEST 1. V,ULT I -WIN; 1 	 20918,	 20919
( JSC )SD-MT /EAST2. MULT I -WIN; 2
	
20918,	 20919
( JSC )SD-MT /EAST i . f"ULT I -WIN; 2
	 20918,	 20919
( JSC )FRAME. NAMES; 1
	 20918,	 20919
( JSC )SDND. LST; 1	 20918,	 20919
( JSC )21676-16321 / WEST2. SEG-W 1 N-C OOR DS; 2 	 20918, 20919
( JSC )21676-16321 / WEST 1. SEG-WIN-000R DS; 2 	 20918, 20919
( JSC )21676-16321 /EAST2. SEG-WIN-COORDS; 1 	 20918, 20919
( JSC )21676-16321 /EAST1. SEG-WIN-COORDS; i 	 20918, 20919
( JSC )21295-1601'x. SEGS; 1
	 20918,	 20919
( JSC )TYPE-SCRIPT . SD-COUNTIES; 1 	 209033,	 20902
( JSC )SDAIND. LST; 1	 20898,	 20896
( JSC )JUNK. F4; 1 	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )ADJUST. F4; t 	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )STAT I S. REL; 1
	 20892,	 20688
( JSC )STATIS. F4; 1	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )SEPER. REL; t
	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )SEPER. F4; 1	 20892,	 20888




( JSC >READTP. F4; 1	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )PRTREE. REL; 1	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )PRTREE. F4; 1 	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )LCLASSY. TXT ; 1
	 20892,	 20888
( JSC >JO I N. REL; 1	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )JOIN. F4; t	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )FLIST. REL; 1 	 20392,	 20888
( JSC )ELIM. REL; 1
	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )ELIM. F4; 1 	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )E I GEN. REL; t 	 20892,	 20888
< JSC )E I GEN. F4; 1	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )CLUST. REL; 1 	 20892,	 20898
( JSC >CLUST. F4; 1	 20892,	 20888




( JSC )CLDUMP. F4; i
	 20892,	 20888
( JSC )CLASYM. REI : I 	 OnQOT.	 onaQQ
( JSC )CLASYM. MAC; 1	 20892,	 20888
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